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ABSTRACT 

The Calculation of Autoionization Positions and Widths with 

Applications to Penning Ionization P,eactions 

by 

Alan David Isaacson 

Using an approximate evaluation of Miller's golden rule formula 

to calculate autoionization widths which allows for the consideration 
2 1 3 

only of L functions, the positions and lifetimes of the lowest * P 

autoionizing states of He have been obtained to reasonable accuracy. 

This method has been extended to molecular problems, and the ab initio 

configuration interaction potential energy and width surfaces for the 

He(2 S)+H„ system have been obtained. Quantum mechanical close-coupling 
A i 

calculations of ionization cross sections using the complex V - y V 

potential have yielded rate constants in good agreement with the 

experimental results of Lindinger, et al. The potential energy surface 

of the He(2 S)+H„ system has also been obtained, and exhibits not only 

a high degree of anisotropy, but also contains a relative maximum for a 

perpendicular (C ) approach which appears to arise from s-p hybridiza

tion of the outer He orbital. However, similar ab initio calculations 

on the He(2 S)+Ar system do not show such anomalous structure. In 

addition, the complex poles of the S-matrix (Siegert eigenvalues) have 

been calculated for several autoionizipg states of He an! H , with 
1 



encouraging results even for quite modest basis sets. This method has 

been extended to molecular problems, and results have been obtained for 

the IIe(2JS)+H and He(21S)+H systems. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Penning ionization is the collisional autoionization of a two particle 

system A -B, in which the excitation energy of particle A is greater than 

the ionization potential of particle B: 

A*+ B •>• A + B + + e" (1.1a) 

* AB + + e" . (1.1b) 

(Actually, reaction (1.1a) is referred to as Penning ionization, while 

reaction (1.1b) is often called associative ionization.) These reactions 

play an important role in many phenomena, such as gaseous discharges, 

shock waves, photolysis, and' plasmas. In fact, Penning ionization involv

ing He atoms in the lowest metastable states is important in the physics 

of the atmosphere- of stars and planets. 

Under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, we can separate the 

electronic problem of the ionization from the nuclear motion. Thus, for 

a given (fixed) nuclear geometry, the (electronically) bound A'*-B state 

is sicting in a continuum of A-B +e states, since the energy of the 

ejected electron is not quantized. From quantum mechanics, however, we 

know that in such a situation, the bound state rapidly decays to the 
-13 

contf ̂'ium, with a lifetime on the order of 10 sec. A way to view 

this decay is as follows: For energies close to the resonance energy 

E > 0, the eigensolutions have large amplitudes for a bound A -B 

configuration near the nuclei, but asymptotically behave like oscillatory 

continuum solutions. If we imagine that at time t=0 we form the system 

in the bound state, then this corresponds to a linear combination of 
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eigenfunctions Ln which all of the asymptotic oscillations interfere 

destructively. ..However, at some later time (still with fixed nuclei), 

this linear combination of eigensolutions changes, and thus the asymptotic 

oscillations grow, corresponding to a net outward flux of ionized electrons. 

Within a classical or semiclassical framework, all of the interesting 

aspects of the dynamics—ionization cross sections, branching ratios for 

associative to Penning ionization, the angular^distributions of both 

electrons and heavy particles, and the energy distribution of the ionized 
* J.8 * electrons—are determined by the three functions V , V,, and r. V and V,^ 

* + i' 

are the potential energy surfaces for the A -B and A-B systems, respect

ively, while T is the width, or probability of ionization, as a function 

of nuclear coordinates. (Alternatively, F/h is the autoionization rate, * while h/r is the lifetime of the A -B state with respect to autoionization.) 
The present work deals nainly with the calculation of these three functions. 

Since A-B is an ordinary bound electronic state, the V surface can 

easily be obtained with standard techniques of electronic structure calcu
li 

lations. However, since the A -B state is imbedded in a continuum of 

ionized states, other techniques are necessary for the calculation of 
* * V and T. V can often be calculated with relative ease by using the 

2-5 stabilization method. In practice, this method reduces to a variational 

calculation in which the trial wavefunction is restricted to those 

configurations which one intuitively assumes should contribute most to 

the bound part of the resonant eigenfunction. The form of this trial 

function is also chosen to decay asymptotically, so that bound state 

techniques (e.g., integrals over orbitals and matrix diagonalization) 

may be applied without modification. The calculation of the width is 

much less straightforward. On'o method which has been relatively successful 
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6 - -i-employs the golden rule approximation of Miller. uifing Feshbach 

projection operator techniques,'' Miller found that, the width is giv.-i. 
-• a : 

by (in atomic uni t s ) 

r^27T P |<^iH-E r|x>i" , , (1.2) ; 

where t is a normalized bound state wavefunction describing thy netastable * -- ~J 

A -5 state, X *$•' a continuum function degenerate with 7 wnich describes 

the ionized A-B + e state, and p is the density of continuum states 

at E , the resonance energy: .̂ 

• -; E r - <p\H\t> . . (1.3) 

This result suggests, that we may view the width as the square of the 

coupling matrix Jelement between an initial .(bound) and final (cont-ir.uun) 

state, in analogy to the standard result from time-dependent perturbation 

theory. (The -E^?|X> term of Eq. (1.2) results from orthogonalization 

of X to $.) 

A more direct method of determining V and 7 which recently has shown 

great promise is a variational calculation of the Siegert eigenvalues of 
9-11 the system. These eigenvalues correspond to complex energies at which 

the Green's function or, equivalently, the S-matrix, has poles- These 

occur at the resonances of the system as well as at the bound states. 

Physically, the pole in the S-matrix for a resonance arises because there 

is only an outward flux of electrons from the autoionizing state. Since 
i * 

these poles occur energies E - -=• T, we obtain both V and * from the 

same calculation. 

LTntil fairly recently, T had been obtained only for two and three 
12 13 electron systems. ~* However, these calculations employed the golden 



v rule approach, and involved procedure:;, ::ucii as the use of Hylleraas basis •'. 

sets or the evaluation of-matrix elements between bound and continuum 

iHimtiuns, vii ieii cani'̂ L e.is j lv b« extended to more corr.pl icattrd systems. 

Another approach, the method of rotated coordinates, has also been used 
14 

<,uo(.e!» ;f ully for ral culat ions on small atomic;, systems, and appears to 
\ ' 

h<- well suited to problems wi th spherical^s^mmetry. However the extension 

Lu non-sphericnily .symmetric problerafff̂ Te'.*", molecules, is not clear. 

Therefore, the j'.oa] of Lhe work presented in this thesis has been to 

develop simple methods for the calculations of autoionization energies 

and width'-, which are based on standard electronic structure techniques, 

and which can be applied to larger, molecular systems. Of particular 
1 3 emphasi:; in thi s .work have been systems which involve the lowest * S 

states of He colliding with various targets (e.g., H, H 2, and Ar). These 

systems were chosen for a number of reasons: (1) There are relatively few 

electrons, so that rather extensive electronic structure calculations are 

feasible. (2) It is possible, once the potential energy surfaces and 

widths are available, to obtain cross-section information for these systems 

fairly easily, which can then be compared with experiment. (3) Reliable 

experimental data are available on these systems. (4) Experimental 

results on the He(2 S)+H-»Ar systems have indicated that the corresponding 

potential curves contain relative maxima, a rather unusual feature. 

The following chapters contain the implementation of both the 

stabilization—golden rule and Siegert eigenvalue approaches outlined 

above. Chapter II contains a preliminary calculation of some He 

resonances by an approximate version of the golden rule method, in which 

the cont Lnuum function X °f t-̂I* (1-2) is replaced by a function which 

asymptotically decays. The extension of this method to mclecular calculations 
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is discussed in Chapter III, and results fur the potential ent-r̂ y surfares 
3 and widths for the He (2 S)-i-H0 systen are presented in Chapter IV, In 

Chapter V, both quantum mechanical 'and classical scattering calculations 
3 

of the ionization cross sections and rate constants for the He(2^S)+H9 

system are discussed, and shown to be in good agreement with experiment, 

thus demonstrating that the surfaces and widths are reasonably accurate. 

Chapters VI and VII present our results for the potential energy surfaces 

of the He(2 S)+H2
 a n d He(2 S)+Ar systems, respectively. The former is 

shown to contain an anomalous structure for certain geometries, while 

the latter dues net. Finally, the calculations of the Siegert eigenvalues 

for both atomic and molecular systems are discussed in Chapter VIII, and 
3 J 

the results for the He(2 S)+H and He(2 "S)+H systems are presented. 

\ 



II. PKiiLIHlNARY ATOMIC CALCULATIONS 

In order to study the feasibility of approximating the continuum 

function y in the golden rule formula [Eq. (1.2)] by a function which 

asymptotically decays, calculations have been performed for the positions 
19 and widths of two nutoionizing states of He. Section A discusses the 

theoretical aspects of the calculation. Results for the He(2o2p * P) 

auLoionizing states are presented in Section B, and compatad with more 
6 12 

accurate calculations of Miller and Bhatia and Temkin. 

A. Theoretical Considerations 

The motivation for the idea of this approximation lies in the fact 

that the bound function $ used in Eq. (1.2) decays rapidly to zero outside 

of a region of space near the nucleus. This implies that we only get 

contributions to the width inside of this region, and we thirefore only 

need to know the form ci the continuum function ;< °f E 4 * (1--) inside 

this region. Thus, x c a n D e approximated by a function which also decays 

asymptotically, i.e., x c a n be taken as a linear combination of some set 

of square-integrable (L**) functions, as long as this set spans a region 

of space at least as large as that spanned by $. (Furthermore, since 

$ approximates the exact resonant eigenfunction in the region of configura

tion space characterizing the metastable state, the quantity (H-E )$ is 

approximately zero. Therefore, the form of x Is actually important only 

in some "shell" near the extent of <£.) 

As will soon become clear, a convenient choice for this approximate 

X is one of the non-resonant eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian matrix used 

in the stabilization procedure. For, following Hazi and Taylor's analysis 

of a one-dimensional model problem,"" when we performed a stabilisation 



calculation, ve start v;ith some basis of X ortho-normal spin configura

tions {!'.) and diagonalize the Hanii 1 toniar. matrix 

H. . = <>. '\i\i.> . (2.1) 
13 1 J 

On physical grounds, we can then identify one- root as the resonance: 

S 
•J. = t\ a . *. , (2.2) r »-', ri 1 1=1 

and obtain the resonance position: 

E r = ̂ J H I ^ • (2.J) 

2 In addition, as Hazi and Taylor demonstrate, some of the other N-l 

eigenfunctions of H.. are approximate "continuum-like" solutions of 

energy E that correspond to the ionized state He +e for various 

electron energies: 

N 
X = Y: a . *. . (2.4) c *-> ci 1 1=1 

These approximate solutions oscillate within the space spanned by the 

basis set, but decay rapidly to zero outside of this space. But since 

this space is the same as that over which ty is defined, approximating 

X of Eq. (1.2) by one of the X having the proper energy should still 

provide a reasonable result for the width. 

A further consideration is that iji of Eq. (2.2) also contains 

contributions from configurations which correspond to continuum-! ike-

solutions. To get a bound function $ for the golden rule expression, 
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then, we must first project out of ^ these continuum contributions. 

This is easily done by restricting th^ summation in Eq. (2.2) to exclude 

these continuum configurations. Tnis then provides us with our approximate 

* = £'*Tl\ • < 2- 5> 
i=l 

where the prime on the summation indicates the exclusion of certain 

configurations. (N'ote that if this projection is not done, the ortho

gonality of |J and x would jive a zero width.) Substituting the 

approximate x a n d $ choices of Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) into the golden 

rule formula (1.2), and using the fact that 

H X c = E cX C > ( 2 * 6 ) 

we trivially obtain our working equation for the width: 

r « 2TTP (E -E ) 2 iz'a .a I 2 , (2.7) 
r e ' ri ci1 

where the prime emphasizes that the summation excludes certain configurations. 

Before using Eq. (2.7), however, we must first determine p, the 

density of continuum states at the resonance energy. As discussed above, 

X decays rapidly at the boundary of the space spanned by the basis set. 

This roughly corresponds to the boundary condition of an infinite wall at 

some boundary L, so that we may use a particle-in-a-box analysis to claim 

that the energies of continuum states corresponding to He -t-e which are 

determined by the basis set are roughly given by (in atomic units) , 

i 
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1 „2 . - . ,, + - , 
v/nere - -7: Z i s t h e energy 01 cne He c o r e ana K I S g i v e n by 

k = 2 W L . ( 2 . 9 ) 
n 

This analysis is substantiated bv the fact that when k is determined 
n 

for each continuum eigenvalue, a k vs n plot is nearly linear. From 
n — 

Eq. (2.8), it is clear that 

3E 3k 
on n 3 n 

or, for a unit change in n, 

AE ~ k Ak . (2.11) 
n n 

However, since the eigenfunctions are normalized to unity by the 

stabilization procedure, we can take 

1 - 1 (2.12) 

The slope Ak of the k ^s_ n plot can be determined to an accuracy of 

10-15%, causing a corresponding uncertainty in p. 

B, Results for He(2s2p 1'V; 
1 3 The positions and widths of the 2s2p * P autoionizing states of He 

20 were calculated using the HETINT and MRINO programs written by Schaefer. 

The basis sets for these calculations uere composed of linear combinations 

of Slater determinants formed from Slater type orbitals with exponents 
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given in Table 1. (Each orbital in this list is orthogonalized to those 

proceeding it.) The 2s and 2p exponents were chosen by optimizing the 

energy of the autoionizing state in a separate calculation consisting only 

of the ls2p and 2s2p configurations, A set of diffuse p functions was 

then added to represent an oscillatory continuum orbital. (The rather 

large exponent for this p set was chosen so that the outermost maxima of 

the radial p functions roughly matched the extrema of a radial coulomb 

function of the proper energy.) 

From the orbital basis in Table I, ls2p and 2s2p configurations 

were chosen to represent the bound resonant state, and a set of ls2p', 

ls3p, ..., Is8p configurations was taken to represent various continuum 

solutions. That is, since these configurations roughly correspond to a 

bound Is electron and a p electron with large amplitude far from the 

nucleus, a linear combination of such lsnp configurations should approximate 

the He +e state. Configuration interaction (CI) calculations were then 

performed with this set of 9 configurations. Since only the ls2p and 2s2p 

configurations were chosen to describe the resonance, the primed summation 

in Eq. (2.7) consists only of two terras. T is thus not only very simple to 

evaluate, but is also a direct measure of the amount that the resonant 

state mixes into the continuum st3te, and vice-versa. 

It was initially hoped that the resonant root would be closely 

bracketed by continuum-like solutions, providing (approximately) the 

degeneracy to <f> required by the golden rule formula and allowing for 

the computation of an average width. However, since adjacent continuum 

solutions differ (roughly) by one-half of a wavelength over the effective 

length of the "box" formed by the basis set (see Section A), these 
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Table I. Basis sets tor atomi?. calculations 

3, P h 

Is Z = 2.00 Z - 2.00 

2s .74 .56 

2p .85 .99 

2p', 3p-8p 1.71 - 1.81 1.71 - 1.81 
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Figure I. T for Hc( P) resonance as determined from the golden rule 

equation (2.7) fur several basis sets giving continuum roots 

in a t'ange near the resonance energy E = -0.7504 a.u. 
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solutions are widely spaced. It was possible, though, by adjusting the 

exponent C of the 2p'-3p set, to get one continuurn-like solution fairly 

close to resonance. In fact, as C was varied, the energy E of the 

closest continuum root moved monotonically through an interval about 

V, . The width I* was then calculated for a number of E values. Since 
r c 

both f and E were relatively stable against variations in C, T(E ) 

values could easily be interpolated for a value at E = E . Results 
r c r 

3 for P as a function of E are plotted in Figure I for the He( P) 
resonance. Final interpolated results for the positions and widths 

1 3 of the * P resonances are given in Table II, and compared with the more 

accurate golden rule calculations of Miller, and with the accurate 
12 Feshbach projection operator calculations of Bhatia and Temkin. 

1 3 

The agreement in the P widths is quite good, while our P width is 

about a factor of two too large. From the crudeness of the approxima

tions described above, however, even an error of a factor of t̂ o is 

quite reasonable. It is also important to note here that good results 

can be obtained for the widths even though the errors in the resonance 

energies are quite large. Of course, the resonance energies could be 

improved by performing larger CI calculations, but the interest here 

was in determining if reasonable widths could be obtained with a small 

enough basis such that the method presented above could be applied to 

larger systems, as will be discussed in the following chapters. 



Table IX. Final results for atomic resonances. 

This Work Miller's Results' Accurate Values 

State E r (a.u.) T (eV) 1^ (a.u.) T (eV) E r (a.u.) I' (eV) 

He(21P) -0.6577 0.0420 -0.6579 0.0375 -0.6929 0.0374 

He(23P) -0.7504 0.0170 -0.7531 0.0078 -0.7615 0.0084 

See References 6 

See References 12. 

ui 
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III. THE EXTENSION Or AN APPROXIMATE GOLDEN RULE 

METHOD TO MOLECULAR CALCULATIONS 

In the preceeding chapter, we demonstrated that one could obtain 

reasonable results for the width of an autoionizing state even when tne 

continuum function v in the golden rule formula [£q. (1.2)] is replaced 

by a function which asymptotically decays. However, the procedure dis

cussed above possesses several serious drawbacks, prohibiting a direct 

application to molecular systems. First, the method is not accurate 

enough for quantitative calculations. Second, the need for running 

several calculations with different basis sets would nake the method too 

costly. Finally, the procedure requires the identification of a 

"continuum-like" eigensolution, which is difficult, if not impossible, 

for larger, molecular systems. 

These drawbacks ran.be eliminated, however, by a more accurate 

(but still practical) choice for the continuum function x* For, with 

only a different choice for \ (involving the true coulomb orbital for 

the ionized electron), Miller obtained very accurate widths for the 

atomic systems discussed in Chapter II (cf. Table II). The major problem 

with such a choice for X> though, is chat the matrix element evaluations 

required by the golden rule formula are too time-consuming for general 

application to larger systems. The basic idea of the approach developed 

in this chapter, then, is to explicitly expand this coulomb orbital in 

a set of square-integrable functions. As we shall see, this leads to 

a practical way of defining the P and Q projection operators of the 

Feshbach approach such that standard configuration interaction (CI) 

techniques can be used with almost no modifications. Application of 

http://ran.be


of this tsethcd to the He(2 S)•"!:, sy.-;te- îs' presented in Charter IV. 

As before, let ri'ibo the electronic ::a.™iltonian ffr an autjlor.i;:ation 
- \ ' " 

problem with M electron's. The nuclear Qecne^ry R is fixed and suppressed.) 

As discussed ir. Chapter \y, iTie re:-•Ti.jr.ct? ci^enfunction or M :;as two 

different ce-.ponent?/
J</ one vhicri resembles a plkrelv bound state and^ , '• 

another which resenbles the product cf an N-l electron ion core wave- -"V .x1 \ x 
function and a function which asymptotically behaves like a coulomb V.< 

wave. ,Now suppose we choose an orthonornai -.set of V spatial orbitais '-•:;• 

{$ 1, .... $ } which is flexible enough to represent both the bound and 

the ionized components of the resonant ei^unfunction in some finite 

region of space, 'we then construct orthonormal configurations • X, ; by taking1 

linear combinations of Slater determinants formed from this orbital set 

which have the proper spatial s:reunetry. This set of orthonormal configura

tions {$.} forms the basis for a space A of N electron wavefunctions, . 

where A is a subspace of A, the space of all possible N electron wave-

functions. Let us next denote by H the representation of H in this space 

A. i'hat is, 
H = E I V ^ j ^ j ' ( 3 - 1 } 

where 

1J 

h\ . = «J.|H|$.> . (3.2) 
ij i 1 ' j 

We now wish to partition the space A such that we can identify the 

bound and ionized components of the eigenfunctions of H. For this 

purpose, let ; . be an approximate wavefur.ction for th^ ground state of 
r I 'ion r r ° 
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and Itl us define 

y. * A •;,. (r,, ..., r„ ,)$.(rj , i = ] , . . . , n , (3.3) 

where: A:is the antisynmetrizer. Then each /• " a s t n e form of an ion. 

core times another orbital, and since *i. has been constructed froo 
ion 

the *V. } set, each y. can also be written in terras of the N electron 

configurations {•&.}. The set {y.) therefore spans some subspace of A. 

We can then define the desired projector P bn*o this subspace as 

P •= Z IXjXXil . (3.4) 

1=1 

and the conjugate projector Q as 

Q = 1 - P . (3.5) 

What these definitions mean physically is that any element in the P 

subspace of A can be written as an antisymmetric product of an ion 

wavefunction for N-l electrons and another function f(r ) , while an 

element in the Q subspace cannot. That is, the bound function <p in 

the golden rule formula is an element only of the Q subspace. In fact, 

<j> is an eigenfunction of QHQ, so that both ij> and E can be easily deter

mined, as we will see. 

We now consider the appropriate form for the continuum function x 

which we shall use in the golden rule expression, following closely the 
13 development of Miller, et al. As a physical assumption, suppose we take 

x cv •••• V = A W v •••' Vi'*c (V • ( 3-6) 
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whete *• is a coulomb orbital for the ionized electron with asvi-iptotic c " ' 
energy z and direction E. Employing a partial wave expansion of ,\ -bni. 

the major interparticle axis, we obtain 

where o 5 is the usual coulomb phase shift and the partial coulomb 

6 . (r) = r" 1 F„(-l/k,kr)Y (r) , (3.8) 
eJcm Z x.m 

1/2 with k = (2z) . (c and r are referred to the major interparticle axis.) 

Since the radial coulomb function F„ is normalized for large r as 

F £(-l/k,kr) i. sintkr + (l/k)ln"(2kr) + (itJl/2) + a ] , (3.9) 

the density of continuum states p is given by 

2irp = 4/k . (3.10) 

Defining x « by Eq. (3.6) with <f> . replacing <f> . we substitute the 

expansion in Eq. (3.7) into the golden rule formula [Eq. (1.2)], and 

obta_n the autoionization width in the direction e: 

r(e) = £ I E ^ m ( e ) ±~l e x p U o ^ l J 2 , (3.11) 

where 

h ' <*|H-ErlxcJ.m> • (3.12) 
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Fur a coilinear ca.sc* in which the excited and ionized states are of che 

same spatial symmetry, only the m ~ 0 term contributes to the summation 

in Eq. (3.11). (Other cases will be considered as they occur.) Further

more, the- magnitude c of the energy of the ionized electron is fixed by 

energy conservation. That is, for a fixed nuclear geometry R, Z is 

simply the vertical difference, between the excited and ionized surfaces: 

£ * V (R) - V+(R) . <3.13) 

Therefore, to get a total width, we need only integrate over angles: 

r = jd2z r(2) . (3.14) 

Finally, substituting Eq. (3.11) for T(E) into Eq. (3.14) and performing 

the integration over d ?£ trivially (since the Y 3 n(e) functions are ortho-

normal), we obtain 

k li=0 Z 

where 

h = <^H-EJA'hon(rV •••• V l ' W V * • (3-16) 

We now wish to obviate the problem of needing to calculate matrix 

elements containing coulomb functions, as in Eq. (3.16). From the 

discussion in the preceeding chapter, it would seem reasonable to expand 

the coulomb orbital cp ._ in the orbital basis {$.}: 

i - i 
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In fact, Hickman, et al. demonstrated with calculations ov. the He(2 S)rH 

system that for the choices of P and 0 projectors presented above, the part 

of 0 .,rt which is not square-integrable taav be neglected in a calculation 

of the width. Therefore, we mav approximate v -n ^ v 

; - ( ! •J" ..9) * EiO S A * l o n
( r I r v - > 1 2 . -.•" *,<r„>J , (3.18) 

x=l L 

where the quantity in square brackets is an element of the ? subspace, 

as discussed above, and is identically one of the basis configurations 

$. of that subspace when a single determinant is chosen for it. , as l ion 

has been done in our vork. Thus, X Pon °^ ^9* (3.19) is a linear combina

tion of elements in the P subspace: 

x e w s ? a i £ ) * i • ( 3 - 2 0 ) 

where the P subscript signifies that 0. is a member of the P subset. 

Furthermore, since the bound function $ of Eq. (3.16) is an eigenfunction 

of QHQ, it can be written as a linear combination of elements in the Q 

subspace: 

» = 2 l > A . (3.21) 
q 3 J 



Using the expressions for / and -p given by Eqs. (3.20) and (3.21), 

we obtain: 

I, -Z>,Eai'' J <4 (H-Er|->.> . (1.22) 
q J p J 

But since 1>. and <!». have been constructed from the same -^t of orthonormal 
J i 

orbitals, they are orthonormai, so the -E term is zero, and we are thus 

left with only off-diagonal (i.e., PHO) matrix elements which are normally 

calculated in a CI procedure. Our final working equation is therefore 

given by 

r = i E E X E * ^ H.J2 - (3.23) 
1=0 g J P J 

Before proceeding to some actual calculations using Eq. (3.23), we 

will summarize the basic steps in the computation: 

1. An orbital basis set {'.p. , •-., $ } is chosen. An orthogonal 

transformation is performed on them (i.e., a self-consistent-field 

calculation is done) to generate better orbitals {$., ••-, 4> } from 

which we construct the N-l electron TJJ. function, the ground state of 
rion ' " 

the core ion. This procedure also provides V,, the ionized state energy 

at the given nuclear geometry. 

2. The same {<f>, , ..., <$ ) set is used to construct a set of N 

electron configurations needed for a CI calculation. 

3. This configuration set is divided into P and Q subspaces, with 

the P configurations following the Q configurations- P configurations 

are those which have the form of IJJ. • another orbital. All other 
ion 

configurations are in the Q subspace. 
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4. The Hamiltonian matrix H.. is computed. it has the foiljving 

blocked form: 

QHQ I PHQ ~* 

QHP i PHP 

5. The QHQ block of H is diagonalized to yield ? (i.e., the {b.} 

coefficients) and E * the resonance energy V for the given nuclear 

geometry. 
* l/ 9 

6. From V and V , e is computed from Eq. (3.13), giving K = (2c) 
W 

The a. coefficients are then obtained by evaluating the necessary over
lap integrals of Eq. (3.17). 

7. Finally, using the PHO block of matrix elements, Eq. (3.23) is 

evaluated to yield the width at the given nuclear geometry. 
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IV. THE He(2JS>+:i7 SYSTEM: POTENTIAL ENERGY AND V.TDTH SURFACES 

The chapter presents the results for the potential energies V 
3 and V and widths V for the He(ls2s S)+H2 system as functions of the 

nuclear geometry, obtained from the stabilization—golden rule method 

described in Chapter III. Because the excitation energy of He(2 S) is 

so large (% 20 eV), ionization must be considered for all nuclear 

geometries. The geometric parameters for this system are shown in 

Figure II. R is the distance from the helium to the midpoint of H„, 

r is the H„ bondlength, and 0 is the angle between the two. 

It should be pointed out here that the only other theoretical 

calculation of the potentials and widths for this system were carried 
22 out by Cohen and Lane, who also studied the corresponding singlet system. 

However, their procedure is somewhat limited in applicability, as they 

employed a smaller, valence-bond CI with a single-center expansion to 

describe the H- molecule. In addition, they present results only for 

the equilibrium bond length of H . They also obtained widths using a 

golden-rule procedure as described above, but employing a slightly 
2 different (and less practical) expansion of the coulomb orbital in L 

functions than that used here. 

The self-consistent-field and Hamiltonian matrix element calcula

tions described in Chapter III were performed with the GAUSSIAN 70 SCF 
27 ^3 

program plus the CI package developed by Morokuma and co-workers.** 

The basio jet of Slater type orbitals used in our calculations is given 

in Table III. Each STO in this list was expanded in six Gaussian 
28 orbitals, with exponent scaling factors recommended by Hehre, et al. 

This "double zeta plus polarization" level basis set was used in 



H e ( 2 3 S ) - H 2 . a 

Atom 

He 

Each H 

e r - t y p t o r b i c a l s f o r the c a l c u l a t i o n s or. 

O r b i t a l Ze ta 

• I s 2 . 0 0 

I s 1 .00 

2s 0 . 6 1 

2p ,2a ,2p 0 . 6 1 
x "y z 

I s 1 .50 

I s 1 .00 

2 p x , 2 p y > 2 P z 1.00 

Each STO was expanded in 6 Gaussian-type orbitals. 



Figure II. Coordinates (R,0,r) specifying the geometry of He+H,-, 



Figu re I I . 27 
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order to accurately describe both the Ht;"H_ resonance and HeH ionic 

stater,. However, In order no be able to identify the resonant eigen-

solution of QHQ, only a single 2s orbital was included in the basis set, 
3 with an exponent that was optimized in a separate calculation of He(2 S). 

It was thus hoped that the resonant root could be characterized as having 

a major contribution from the configuration corresponding to a single 

excitation from the lowest molecular orbital (essentially a Is orbital 

on He) to the molecular orbital most resembling a 2s orbital on He. This 

was found to be true. In fact, since the resonant state we are interested 

in has triplet spin symmetry, it was usually the lowest root of OHO. 

The SCF procedure described above was then used to obtain good 

molecular orbitals for a description of the ground state of HeH„, as 

required by our choices for the P and 0 projectors. In order to demon

strate that this choice of molecular orbitals does not significantly harm 

the accuracy of the CI description of the He H~ state, tests were run 

with different basis sets. Since it is well known that when every 

possible symmetry-allowed configuration arising from a given orbital 

set is retained in the CI basis (i.e., when a full CI is performed), 

the eigenvalues of the CI Hamiltonian do not change when the basis 

orbitals are rotated (as happens in the SCF procedure), we first 

considered an orbital basis set which was sufficiently small that a 

full CI could be performed. Such a basis was obtained by deleting 

the hydrogenic p orbitals from the basis given in Table III. CI potential 

energy and width results for this basis were then compared with those 

obtained from a CI calculation in which only single and double excita

tions from the ground state reference occpancy $ $ £ £ 0 are retained. 

(Again, since the 0 and <f>? orbitals are obtained from an SCF calculation 



of the Hell, ground state, 'J,. . = ii,j i I, then :< is essentiallv a He 2 ueh^ I 1 2 1 i 
Is orbital and •;•„ is essentially a lo orbital for H 7.) Except for the 

expected differences in asymptotic (R -•• °°) limits, the potential surfaces 

obtained in these calculations were virtually identical, and the width 

surfaces differed by less than 5Z. Therefore, in our final calculations 

with the full orbital basis of Table III, we retained only single and 

double excitations in the CI wavefunction. This produced a manageable 
3 number of configurations spanning the Q1IQ subspace: 150 A. configura-

3 + tions for C„ (5 = 90°) geometries, 237 I configurations for C: 
2v s dov 

3 ' ' 

(8 = 0°), and 315 A configurations for C (3 = 45°). Two further tests 

of the potential surface were then carried out for this basis. 'First, 

with the helium far removed (i.e., R -* =»), the H ? bond length (r) was 

varied, and the dependence of the energy was found to be exactly!that 
24 '• 

for an isolated H_ molecule." Second, with one of the hydrogens far 
removed and the other near the helium, the energy dependence was in good 

3 21 

agreement with the He(2 S)+H results of Hickman, et al. 

The dimensions of the PHP blocks of the matrix, i.e., the number of 

P-type configurations-, were relatively small: 6 for C ? geometries,', 8 

for C , and 11 for C . This is fortunate in that these are the nuratiers 
t»v S ^ 

of coefficients a. = <4>.|<!> , n> which must be computed for each I in 

the partial wave sum for T. The overlaps were evaluated by Gaussian 

quadrature, with the coulomb orbital (which is centered at the midpoint 

of H~) evaluated using the continued fraction algorithm of Steed." 

It is worthwhile to point out that once the QHQ block is diagonalized 

and the Cb.} coefficients for the resonant root have been determined, the 

quantityV]b.H.. can be computed for each of the (6-11) i values of the P 
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subspace. As the CI matrix is now no longer needed, the a.1* coefficients, 

and the I,, values and total " can then be computed in a separate calcula

tion- Before this can be done, however, the energy of the ejected electron 

^iven in Eq. (3.13) must: be computed and corrected for the errors in the 

asymptotic (R -*• r-° ) limits of the V and V surfaces. The correct 

asymptotic limit for He+Hl(r=2.0) of -3.5063 a.u. was taken from Edniston, 

et al. For He(2 S)+H„(r=l«40), the correct asymptotic limit of 

-3.3495 a.u. was computed by adding together the energy of two hydrogen 

atoms (-1.0 a.u.), the experimentally accepted H„ well depth (D -

0.1743 a.u.), the helium ground state (-2.9037 a.u.), and the excitation 
3 

energy of the ls2s S state (0.7234 a.u.). 

One final comment must be made concerning our calculations. Even 

though this is a triatomic system, only m = 0 contributions were included 

in the partial wave summation for T (see Eq. (3.11) and the subsequent 

discussion). This procedure is valid for the following reasons: For 

C (collinear) geometries the ionization is a Z •*• Z transition, so only 

the m = 0 term, contributes, as discussed in Chapter III. For C_ 

(perpendicular) geometries, only even ra terms can contribute, since the 

R axis is also an axis of C ? symmetry. Also, the maximum % (and hence 

m) in the orbital basis of Table III is % « 1, so that only the m - 0 

term will contribute in this case; otherwise, the angular integrations 

in Ip [see Eq. (3.12)] involving the product of $ and the coulomb orbital 

will give zero. Finally, in the C (6 = b5°) case, all m contribute in 

principle, so that the m = 1 term does have a non-zero effect in this 
22 

case. However, this contribution has been shown to be small, as the 

resonant wavefunction $ contains only very small contributions from 

configurations which do not possess E symmetry. This implies that the 



H ? may be created as a neu'rLy spherically syrxietric entity, 211 ar.'unont 

which is borne out by the, fact that V and f are fairly insensitive tv» 

the angle 6, and that these quantities change smoothly as 5 is varied 

from 0° to 90°. An additional fact which supports this argument is that 

if the H„ is treated as spherically symmetric, calculated ionization 

cross sections for various collision energies are in excellent agree

ment with those calculated by treating the H-> as a rigid rotator (see 

Chapter V). It was thus felt that m = 1 terms could be neglectec in 

these calculations. 

Potential energies V and V and widths 7 were calculated for 

several values of R, 6, and r (cf. Figure II). (The nuclear repulsion 

energy is always included in the potentials.) The complete results are 

listed in Table IV. Even though the orbital basis set was not optimized 
j -for the HeH„ system, the collinear SCF V energies we obtained are in 

29 good agreement with the results of Brown and Hayes. In addition, the 
* V results we obtained are in good agreement with, though somewhat less 

30 repulsive for R < 6 a , than those obtained by Haberland by fitting 

molecular beam differential cross section measurements. 

Since there are three degrees of freedom in this system, it is 

difficult to graphically display the results. However, as the scatter

ing calculations presented elsewhere in this thesis are based on a iigid 

rotator approximation to the H« molecule (see Chapter V), we will discuss 

the "slices" of the excited state V potential and width T corresponding 

-to a fixed value of r = 1.40 a (the equilibrium bond length). Such 

slices of V and V are shown in Figures III and IV, respectively. 

Considering Figure III, we see that the potential is basically repulsive, 

as would be expected from the repulsion of the excited helium electron 
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r. :ib!c- TV ! ' - - u l ; :., fo r V , V + , .-ind F for H~H0^ :ib!c- TV 

K 6 b r V* r v+ 
3 .0 0 1.00 - 3 . 1 8 6 1 4 3 6 .06 x 1 0 ~ J - 3 . 3 0 9 5 5 4 

3 .0 0 1.25 - 3 . 2 1 6 6 8 6 3 .73 x l O - 3 . 
" 1 

-3 .396816 

3 .0 0 1.30 - 3 . 2 1 6 3 1 1 3 .47 x 1 0 " 3 - 3 . 4 0 7 3 8 0 

3 .0 0 1.35 •••-3.214490 3 .19 x 1 0 " 3 -3 .416335 

3 . 0 0 1.40 - 3 . 2 1 1 4 3 1 2 . 9 5 x I D - 3 -3 .424050 

3 . 0 0 1.80 -3.1-58920 1.52 x 1 0 " 3 -3 .454388 

3 .0 45 1.40 -3 .421032 

3 .0 90 1.00 - 3 . 2 0 8 0 5 9 7.34 x l O - 3 - 3 . 3 0 4 7 3 8 

3 .0 •90 1.35 - 3 . 2 5 5 6 7 0 4 . 3 1 x 1 0 - 3 - 3 . 4 1 0 3 3 0 

3 . 0 90 1 .40 - 3 . 2 5 5 8 2 8 4 . 0 3 x 1 0 - 3 -3 .417774 

3.0 90 1.45 - 3 . 2 5 5 0 4 0 3 .79 x 1 0 " 3 -3 .424046 

3 .0 90 1.80 - 3 . 2 3 3 0 4 7 2 . 6 0 x I D - 3 -3 .445639 

4 . 0 0 1.00 - 3 . 2 4 0 0 2 4 2 . 9 6 x l O " 3 - 3 . 3 0 6 8 7 1 

4 . 0 0 1.30 - 3 . 2 8 2 3 7 1 1.98 x l O " 3 -3 .405918 

4 . 0 0 1.35 - 3 . 2 3 2 9 3 8 1.88 x l O - 3 - 3 . 4 1 5 0 4 2 

4 . 0 0 1.40 - 3 . 2 8 2 3 6 3 1.80 x 1 0 - 3 -3 .422804 

' . .0 0 1.45 - 3 . 2 8 0 8 1 8 1.73 x 1 0 " 3 - 3 . 4 2 9 3 8 7 

4 . 0 0 1.80 - 3 . 2 5 2833 1.48 x l i . " 3 - 3 . 4 5 3 1 4 0 

4 . 0 0 3 .00 -3 .175245 -3 .436948 

4 . 0 45 1.40 - 3 . 2 8 9 3 1 6 1.71 x l O - 3 -3 .422144 

4 . 0 90 1.00 -3 .246569 2 .S3 :-: 1 0 ~ 3 -3 .305512 

4 . 0 90 1.35 -3 .294546 1.56 x 1 0 - 3 -3 .413793 

4 . 0 90 1.40 - 3 . 2 9 4 7 7 0 1.40 x 1 0 " 3 -3 .421556 



;.iv iv. , on'_ j.n i .i —d. 
. . ' • » j -

4.0 90 1 . •'• 5 -3.29-0-3 1.35 x iff 3 - 3. '. 2 i' 131 
4.0 90 1.S3 -3.27223S 6.69 x 10~* -3.4516^6 
5.0 0 1.40 -3.296540 4.23 >: 10~" -3.421461 
5.0 0 2.50 _ 3 '>?•>--,->- 6.14 x 10~A -3.447633 
5.0 0 3.00 -3.214261 -3.433381 
5.0 0 4.0C -3.201510 -3.404606 
5.0 45 1.40 -3.299139 3.67 x 10^* -3.421413 

5.0 90 1.40 -3.300937 2.88 x 10" 4 -3.421335 

6.0 0 1.00 -3.254250 9.15 >: 10" 5 -3.305156 

6.0 0 1.35 -3.301680 7.07 x 10~ 5 -3.413260 

6.0 0 1.40 -3.301357 6.96 x 10" 5 -3.420990 

6.0 0 1.45 -3.301094 6.88 x 10~ 5 -3.427517 

6.0 0 1.80 -3.279458 6.91 x 10~ 5 -3.450831 

6.0 0 4.0 -3.200593 -3.403446 

6.0 45 1.40 -3.302615 6.01 x 10" 5 -3.420994 

6.0 90 1.00 -3.255096 8.10 x 10" 5 -3.304798 

6.0 90 1.40 -3.303270 4.89 x 10" 5 -3.421038 

6.0 90 1.80 -3.280749 3.66 x 10~ 5 -3.451174 

6.5 0 7.0 -3.202478 -3.370072 

7.0 0 1.40 -3,304333 1.05 x 10" 5 -3.420302 

7.0 45 1.40 -3.304538 8.97 x 10~ 6 -3.4207&5 

7.0 90 1.40 -3.304747 7.58 x 10~ 6 -3.420827 

7.5 0 7.0 -3.191493 -3.363930 

8.0 0 1.00 -3.257331 1.57 x 10~ 6 -3.304754 

8.0 0 1.35 -3.305258 1.58 x 1C" 6 -3.413002 

8.0 0 1.40 -3.305482 1.62 x 10~ 6 -3.420712 
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':\!>!f.' TV, f.-.iti: riu'-d. 

i! 
8.0 6 1.45 -3.30-76,0 1 .66 'v. 10' -6 v+ 

-3.427236 

8.0 0 1. B'J -3.283062 2 .00 X 10' -6 -3.450479 

8.0 45 1.40 -3.305513 1 .32 X 10" -6 -3.420690 

6.0 90 1.00 -3.257333 1 .26 X 10" -6 -3.304600 

8.0 90 1.40 -3.305565 1 .10 X 10' -6 -3.420713 

E.O 90 ' 1.80 -3.262984 1. .16 X 10" -6 -3.450615 

9.0 0 1.40 -3.305947 2, .46 X 10: -7 -3.420662 

9.0 90 1.40 -3.305940 1. .50 X 10" -7 -3.420653 

10.0 0 1.40 -3.305103 3. .82 X 10" -8 -3.420630 

10.0 45 1.40 -3.306093 2. .55 X 10" •8 -3.420622 

10.0 90 1.40 -3.306037 1. 89 X 10" •8 -3.420620 

14.5 0 23.0 -3.206108 -3.368466 

15.0 0 22.0 -3.200393 -3.360546 

17.0 0 18.0 -3.134897 -3.358469 

19.5 0 13.0 -3.129821 -3.358542 

23.0 0 6.0 -3.129245 -3.36996? 

24.5 0 3.0 -3.160397 -3.431992 

25.0 0 1.40 -3.306141 -3.420572 

25.0 90 2.00 -3.453147 

25.0 90 1.00 -3.257929 -3.304509 

25.0 90 1.35 -3.305916 -3.412854 

25.0 90 1.40 -3.306141 -3.420572 

25.0 90 1.45 -3.305415 -3.427102 

25.0 90 1.80 -3.283589 -3.450367 

The energies for HeH 2 vere determined from the SCF wave function. The 

exact asvnptocic liaits for these potentials are V*(R-~>, r - 1.4) = 

-3.3495 a.u. and V+(R-~°, r - 2.0) - -3.5063 a.u. 

R, r, and 9 are the coordinates defined in Figure II. 
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from the closed shell rl . The long-range van der VJaals attraction was 

not calculated, since it would not hav** been reliable for our choice of 

basis set. We also see that the potential is not very anisotropic, 

justifying the concept of a spherically symmetric H ? discussed above. 

From Figure IV, we note that although there is some leveling off for 

small R, T shows the typical exponential behavior calculated or estimated 

for other autoionizing molecules. This is not surprising, since in the 

golden rule picture, T depends on the overlap of two functions which are 

exponentially decaying in R. 

For the scattering calculations presented in the following c; apter, 

it is quite useful to parameterize the potential V" with width V for 

fixed r by the following Legendre expansions: 

CO 

V*(R,6) = £ v (R) P„(cos9) , (4.1) 
«.=0 *• 

00 

r(R,6) = £ I\(R> P.(cos9) , (4.2) 

where, since H- is homonuclear, only even terms contribute. Since the 

potential and width are fairly isotropic, these expansions should converge 

rapidly. In fact, since V and T were calculated for three values of 

9 at each R, we have assumed that the series can be truncated after the 

firsc three terms (£ = 0,2,4). That is, we substitute results (at each 

R) for 6 = 0°, 45°, and 90° into Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) and solve explicitly 

for the Legendre moments v_ and P.: 

v Q(R) = — [V(R,0°) + 8'V(R,45°) + 6-V(R,90°)] , (4.3) 



3*5 

Figure- III. Interaction potential V*(R,e) for He(2JS)+H„ vith 5 fixed 

at 0°(C o / v), 45° (C s), and 9 0 ° ( C ) . The H 2 bond lei-.gth is 

fixed at the equilibrium value r = 1.40 a . The calculated 
o o 

asymptotic limit for this potential is V'(?.-"", r = 1.^0) = 

-3.306141 a.u. 



Figure I I I . 
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Kij'ure IV. Autoionization vidth i(R,0) for Ke(2 S)'.'.' with -"- fixed at 

0"(Cn ) and 9f°(C ). The H_ bond length is fixed at the 

equilibrium value r = 1.40 a . The 6 = 45*(C ) results o o s 
lie in between those of 0 = 0° and 6 = 90°, and have been 

omitted for clarity. 



Figure IV. 39 

C"-D) J 
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v (R) = ~ [5-V(R,0°) + 4-V(R,4J°) - 9-\%Rt90a)] > (4.A) 

v4(R) = ̂ | [V(R,0°) - 2-V(R,45°) + V(R,90°)] , (4.5) 

with analogous equations for F , P , and F,. These Legendre moments for 

V' and T are tabulated in Table V and are plotted in Figures V and VI, 

respectively. Since v > v ' » v, , this procedure appears justified. 

In fact, V, is so small relative to T„ that it can be neglected. 

Considering briefly the r dependence of the potential and width 

surfaces, we found that for R > 6 a , the equilibrium value of r (r ) 

is unchanged from the value for an isolated H« niclecule. In fact, even 

at R = 3 a , r is only 0.12 a less than the isolated value. Further-0 0 o 
more, a cubic fit of the potential in r about r (for fixed R and 5) of 

o 
the form 

V*(r) « V*(r ) + a(r-r ) 2 + 3(r-r ) 3 (A.6) 

shows that in the C case, the ct and 3 coefficients at R = 3 a only °°v o 
change by 52% and 12%, respectively, from their asymptotic values; for 

the Co case,a and 3 remain virtually unchanged at R - 3 a . These facts 

strongly suggest that the electronic structure of the H„ is relatively 

unperturbed until R < 3 a . Since at thermal energies the region R < 5 a 

is roughly energetically forbidden (cf. Figure V), and since the dependence 

of T on r was not found to be pronounced for r near r , treating the H„ 

as a rigid rotator in the calculations of ionization cross sections seems a 

reasonable approximation. Such calculations are presented in the 

following chapter. 



Table V. Legendre expansion coefficients of the potential energy surface and 

width, in atomic units. 

m* 0) v0 v2 v4 ro P2 
3 .065113 .029598 3.67 X io- 3 7.20 x 10' 

4 .015107 .007986 .000685 1.59 X ID" 3 3.09 x 10" 

5 .006416 .002679 .000206 3.39 X io- 4 9.44 x 10' 

6 .003315 .000922 .000047 5.62 X io- 5 1.41 x 10' 

7 .001533 .000277 -.000002 8.52 X io- 6 1.92 x 10' 

8 .000609 .000059 -.000010 1.25 X io- 6 3.31 •:< 10' 

9 .000199 -.000005 1.82 X ! 0 - 7 6.40 x 10' 

10 .000049 -.000012 -.000004 2.42 X io- 8 1.21 x 10' 
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Figure V. Lc-;;endre lamentr. v (K), 'J. = 0„2/i, of the !:"e(2JS)+H. potential 

energy surface [cf. Eq. (A.])]. Die H bond length is fixed 

at the equilibrium value r = l/*0 a . ^ o o 



Figu re V. 
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Figure VI . Legend re modems 7. (1<), X = 0,2, of auto ionization width for 

Ho(2 S)+H2 [cf. Kn. (4.2)]. The H bond length is fixed at 

the equilibrium value r - i.AO a . 
1 O n 
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3 
V. SCATTERING CALCULATIONS 0:i THE He (2 S)+H„ SYSTEM 

This chapter presents a study of .the scattering of triplet metastable 
3 helium, lle(2 S), by an il molecule. Such a study is worthwnile for a 

number of reasons. First, several elastic and reactive channels are 

possible: ;:'-"'' 

He + H2(j ) (5.1a) 

He + H£ + e~ (5.1b) 

HeH + + H + e~ (5.1c) 
He + H?(j(l -

HeH* + e . (5.Id) 

Second, because the system hasonly four electrons, extensive CI calcula

tions for the interaction potentials and autoionizing width are feasible. 

In fact, such calculations have already been presented for this system 

in the previous chapter. Third, as was discussed above, the interaction 

potential V between He and H, is basically repulsive, so the cross 

sections for the various reactions given in Eq. (5.1) should be strongly 

energy dependent. This means that the accuracy of the calculated cross 

sections should provide a sensitive test of the potential and width. 

Finally, it is possible to judge the accuracy of our cross sections, as 
31-35 there is a considerable amount of experimental data . with which to 

compare. 

The potentials and widths presented in the last chapter have been 

used in both quantum mechanical and classical studies of the cross 

sections for the reactions given in Eq. (5.1). In Section A, we discuss 
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quantum mechanical close-coupling calculations of the elastic, rotational! 

inelastic, and total ionization cross sections in the (center-of-mass) 

collision energy range 0.010 to 0.500 eV. Section B presents a 

discussion of classical calculations of the total ionization and 

associative ionization cross sections, based on a spherically symmetric 

approximation to the H 7 molecule, in the energy range 0.010 to 1.000 eV. 

A. Quantum Mechanical Calculations 

In this section, we discuss quantum mechanical close-coupling calcu

lations of the various cross sections related to the scattering of 

He(2 S) by H,., based on a rigid rotator approximation to the H 2* The 

CI interaction potential and autoionization widths needed for these 

calculations were presented in Chapter IV. A brief summary of the 

theoretical aspects of the calculations is given in Section I. Cross 

section and total ionization rate constants are presented in Section 2, 

and are shown to be in good agreement with the experimental results of 
37 Lindinger, et al. 

1. Theoretical Considerations 

The scattering calculations presented in this section are based on 

the well-known Arthurs and Dalgarno formalism for the scattering of an 
38 atom by a rigid rotator, and are exact within this approximation. For 

the present case in which ionization is possible, however, the loss of 

incident He atoms due to Penning ionization is described by the complex 

potential, * (V - -=• f) = V, where V \s the interaction potential 
3 

for He(2 SHlU and P is the autoionization width. Roughly speaking, 

since the square modulus of the true wavefunction is proportional to 
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iexp[-l(V*- \ Dt/lijj" = exp(-i"t/!i) , (5.2) 

we see that the width corresponds Co a damping of the resonant state> 

i.e., a loss of the excited specie to ionization. The inclusion of 

this imaginary part of the potential is the only change needed in the 

Arruurs and Dal^arno formalism. The coupled-channel equations arising 

from the complex, angularly-dependent potential V - — T are then 

numerically integrated to provide the complex S-matrix, from which the 

various cross sections can be derived. Since the method employed here 
43 and tests or its accuracy are presented elsewhere (see also Ref. 36 

and references contained therein), we will present only a brief summary 

of the theory and computational method. 

We start by considering the Schrodinger equation for our problem 

(HQ + H x - E)? = 0 , (5.3) 

where H. = H (R) is only a function of the radial distance (cf. Figure 

II) and H. = H.(R,9) is a function of both radial distance and angular 

orientation. (In terms of a Legendre expansion of (V - -=• D = V as 

in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.?), H- contains the 1=0 term of this expansion 

[VQ(R)] while the higher order terms comprise H. [V,(R), V,(R), etc.].) 

We next express the approximate set of solutions to Eq. (5.3) as 

n=l Jn n n n 

where J is total angular momentum quantum number, j(£) is the rotational 

(orbital) angular momentum quantum number, and :j is related to the product 



of spherical harmonics Y. (R) Y, (r) bv a Clebsch-Gordan serie:. T 
J 

solutions 7. are approximate since the summation is finite. lis in.; 

Eq. (5.4) in Eq. (5.3; leads to a set of :; coupled-channel equations 

(expressed in matrix rotation): 

<HQ + H )-U = 0 , (5.5) 

where the elements of H n are given by 

,2 n 2mj (j +1) 2. a + D 
(S0>n„' " 6nn' '""I + k~ ~ ' 21° ' V«> - ~ J — } • ( 5' 6 ) 

QK K 

and where the elements of H involve products of V,(R) times angular 
ri) integrals of P« (cosG) with the y functions. The solutions U v to 

Eq. (5.5) are expressed in terms of the component.'. D.,,,(R), where 

U.,,, is the amplitude for a transition between the approximate states 

i% and j'2.'. Since the V. (R) functions are complex, the coupled channel 

equations of Eq. (5.5) have complex solutions. These solutions can be 
44 generated using a complex version of the Numerov algorithm. In this 

procedure, the N complex coupled-channel equations are separated to give 

2N real coupled equations, to which we determine N linearly independent 

complex regular solutions Y . The proper linear combinations of these 

Y must then be taken to insure that our solutions have the correct 

asymptotic behavior. To accomplish this, the asymptotic form of our 

complex solutions is matched direction to the complex S-matrix. Follow-
38 ing the notation of Arthurs and Dalgarno, we write the desired 

asymptotic form as 
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V v 0 0 "' ' : j j , i ^ . ' e z p ( - 1 ( k j R - T , ] " (irV s ( i ' } - ' ' J ; - ) ' 

exp[i(k S - -y - ) ] . (5.7) 

For convenience, we write Eq. (5.7) in matrix notation, so that for 

each J, we have N y. M complex matrices 

y J = H" - H + - K - 1 / 2 - s V / 2 , (5.3) 

where 

(H').tB, -o = , 5--. 5
5 5. k.Rfn.(k.R) ± If\(k.R)] (5.9) 

( S ) j . l ' , j t - 6
j j - 6 « ' k

3 • ( 5- 1 0 ) 

The Jn and »z? in Eq. (5.9) are spherical Bessel functions, and have 

asymptotic forms such that 

[ K ^ R ) ± i ^ k R)] ̂  £±£ exp[± i(k.R - y 1)] , (5.11) 

as is required for Eq. (5.7). Writing the set of linearly independent 
(i) j solutions Y as Y , the asymptotic matching of Eq. (5.3) is accomplished 

by solving the equations 
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vhere the subscripts 1 and 2 indicate that t;ie matrices are evaluated 

at two large values of R, R and R„. It can then be shown*4 that the 

S-matrix is given by 

SJ . . K^.B-A" 1-*;- 1' 2 . (5.13) 

In actual computations, the real and imagjnary parts of the above 

matrix equations are separated for convenience. 

Now that the S-natrix has been determined, the elastic and 

rotationally inelastic cross sections can be expressed in terms of 

it, exactly as Arthurs and Dalgarno have done. The ionization 

cross section, on the other hand, is obtained by inverting the 

normal proof of the unitarity of the S-matrix based on the 

assumption of flux conservation. For the rotator initially in state 
2 j and for an initial translational energy of E = k./2, the total 

ionization cross section is then given by 

i Q n (2j+l)k* J=0 *=|J-j 
2 E E (2J+D i - E |sJ(j'r,ja)| 
j J=O ^=IJ-J| L r v 

(5.14) 

The lack of unitarity of the S-matrix implies that the term in square 

brackets is non-2ero, hence describing a loss of incident flux to ioniza

tion. Note that the cross section a. (j) given by Eq. (5.14) is for 

the total amount of ionization over all possible channels [e.g., for Eq. 

(5.1b) through (5.Id)]. Other cross sections can also be obtained from 

the (complex) S-matrix by application of the appropriate formulae. In 

particular, the differential elastic scattering cross .section, (i.e., the 
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cross section for scattered He(2 S) as a function of angle with the 
46 II, remaining in the j = 0 state) is given by 

d a o o 
dr> — o j=o 

j±- E ( 2 J + 1 ) ( S J 0 - 1 ) P j ( c o s S ) I 2 , (5.15) 

where S* is the (1,1) element of the S-macrix. 

2. Results 
3 The coordinates for the He(2 S)+H~ system are shown in Figure II. 

The complex potential V - T T used in the calculations presented in 

this section was given in the preceeding chapter. As discussed there, 

we are considering the "slice" of the V and T surfaces corresponding 

to a fixed H_ bond length of r = 1.40 a . He have already shown that 2 ° o o 
these "slices" can be accurately expressed as a low-order sum of even 

order Legendre moments 

V* - | T =£[v,,(R) - | I\, (R)] Pz(cos9) . (5.16) 

Values for v., v., v., T and T are listed in Table V, and these 

functions are plotted in Figures V and VI. V, was found to be negligible. 

These moments were in turn fit to some form which can easily be inter

polated. In the region spanned by the calculated values, V-, v„, and 

TQ were fit by a cubic spline procedure. v„ and v„ were set to zero 

for R > 11 a and 9 a , respectively. For R > 9 a , Tn was set to - o o e - o 0 
(14.008) exp(-2.0177 R) a.u., obtained by fitting the exponential form 

to Lhe calculated values at R = 9 a and R = 10 a . Finally, for all 
o o •" 

R, r 2 was set to (0.73648) exp(-1.7924 R) a.u. and v, was set to 



(0,08375) exp(-1.20L5 R) a.u. These approximate fits to v^ and f., 

were found to be sufficiently accurate, since the total ioni.::ation 

cross section was insensitive to their Inclusion over the entire 

(center-of-mass) collision energy range investigated (0.010 eV to 

0.500 eV). In fact, v, had only a minor effect on the rotational 

excitation cross sections. 

All calculations presented here were run with the 0PCHANX program. 

Only open (energetically allowed) rotational channels were included in 

our calculations. We found that including only the j = 0 and j = 2 

rotational states produced converged ionization cross sections for the 

entire energy range studied. For example, just above the threshold for 

the j = 0 to j = 2 transition, inclusion of the just-opened channel 

produced less than a 2% variation in a. (0). As could be expected, 

the cross sections for rotational excitation were somewhat more sensitive 

to the addition of extra channels. For collision energies just above 

the j = 0 to j = 4 transition, for example, inclusion of the j = 4 

channel increased the Q^* v a ^ u e by 12%. 

Calculated total ionization cross sections as a function of center-

of-mass collision energy are given in, Table VI for the case in which the 

H2 molecule is initially in the j = 0 state. Deviations from these 

results of only a few percent are obtained with the H-j initially in 

the j == 1 or j = 2 states. As is apparent from Table VI, c. is a J r ion 
strongly increasing function of the collision energy. This is a 

•k 

reflection of the fact that since V is repulsive, high collision 

energies lead (on the average) to closer approaches of the particles. 

But since V increases rapidly as R decreases, closer approaches have 

much higher ionization probabilities. 



Tabic VI. Total ionization cross sections cs a function of energy for 

He(2 3S)-H 2 

E(eV) 0,(a 2) 
X O 

0.010 • 
0.040 1 . 

0.070 3 . 

0.100 6 . 

0.140 1 1 . 

0.200 2 0 . 

0.300 3 0 . 

0.400 3 5 . 

0.500 3 9 . 



Table VXI, Cross sect ions for the r o t a t i o n a l l y i r . s l as t i c process 

He(2 3S) + H 2(j=0) - He(2 3S) + H2 (j=2) 

E(eV) a^2 ( a / ) 

0.070 0.10 

0.100 0.63 

0.140 2.2 

0.200 5.3 
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Rotational ny,r.i tat I-,n cross section results for the j = 0 to j = 2 

transition as a function of collision energy are given in Table VII. 

As ir; the cast* with ~. , c,. - also increases sharplv with energv, and 
ion 0'2 

an analogous argument can be made for this behavior. That is, higher 

collision energies lead to closer approaches, where v~ is larger. 

Since v (and higher Legendre moments) couple the j = 0 and j = 2 states, 

there is conseauently more rotational excitation. However, the C_ -. 

values are much lower than those Cor o. . This is due not only to 
ion 

the fact that T„ and v„ are of the same order cf magnitude for close 

approaches, but also to the fact that, unlike rotational excitation, in 

which flux can go back and rorth, ionization is a virtually irreversible-

process. 

Assuming that both the initial and final rotational states of II., 

are j = 0, the angular distribution of He(2 S) in elastic collisions 

was calculated from Eq. (5.15) at 0.IC0 eV. The results are shown in 

Figure VII with the width included (lower curve) and not included (upper 

curve). Two comments concerning these results are in order: 

(1) The effect of including T is to decrease the amount of wide 

angle elastic scattering. Since collisions involving small impact 

parameters generally lead to large scattering angles for repulsive 

potentials, this suggests that the ionization is occuring for small 

impact parameters, i.e., for close approaches of the particles, as was 

postulated above. 

(2) Unlike the total ionization cross section, the differential 

elastic cross section is quite insensitive to the inclusion of v-» as 

well as to the inclusion of V- • In fact, excluding both v-> and V0 

causes noticeable differences only at large angles; even then, the 



difrerences ar^ less than 5'i. 

Assuming a Maxvellian distribution of collision energies, cros;; 

section results ~. (E) can be thersiallv averaged no vield the ioni::a-ion 
tion rate constant k(T): 

k(T) = V ^ 7d(E/kT)(E/kT) e " C E / k T ) o. (E) , (5.17) f vm JQ ion 

where k on the right hand side of Eq. (5.17) is the Boltzmann constant. 

In our calculations, the integral in Eq. (5.17) was performed numerically 

with the trapezoid rule. The results we obtained for k(T) agree 
37 

reasonably well with the experimental results of Lindinger, e_t aJ . , 

as shown in Figure VIII. Although the strong temperature dependence 

is correctly reproduced, our absolute values are somewhat low. In fact, 

if our results were scaled up by a constant factor of 1.7, they would 

lie well within the allowed error bars from 300° to 900°. 

In general, then, the results presented in this section indicate 

that the V and T functions presented in Chapter IV are reasonably 

accurate, though not perfect in all respects. As the width is based 

on a golden rule expression employing an approximate continuum function 

(see Chapter IV), T could be too small, leading to ionization cross 

sections which are too small. This would also be the case if V" is 

too repulsive (see discussion above on o. (E) results), but this is 
ion 

contraindicated by a comparison with results obtained by Haberland 

by fitting his experimental differential cross sections (see Chapter 

IV). Some error could also be due to the approximation of H„ as a 

rigid rotator, but it was felt that these errors would not be on the 

order of those presented here. The best way to solve the question of 
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3 FijjureVlI. Differentia] al.-if.tiz scattering cross sections for He(2 S)-fh" 

at (cm.) collision energy E = 0.100 eV, assuming the initial 

and final rotational states of H„ are 3 = 0. The upper 

curve was calculated with V alone, while the lover curve 

was calculated with V - -r- T. The cusp at 3 = 20° \s due 

to the change in horizontal scale. 
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where the error lies m.r/ be by recomputing V and 7 by another procedure. 

In Chapter VIII, we discuss how a calculation of the Siegert eigenvalues 

for a system can provide these quantities. In fact, results for the 
1 3 Ue(2 * :j)+H systems indicate that the golden rule method may somewhat 

underestimate the width in certain cases. 

B. Classical Calculations 

This section presents classical calculations of the total ioniza

tion and associative ionization cross sections for the scattering of 
3 

He(2 S) by H ? under the assumption of a spherically symmetric K . 

That is, we asjume in this section that the full interaction potentials 

and width are given only by the v and V terms in the Legendre expansions 

of the preceeding section. That this assumption is reasonable is based 

on the fact that the higher order terms in Legendre expansions made only 
a 10% contribution to a. at 0.100 eV in the quantum mechanical calcula-lon 
tions presented above. However, since the first [P (cosd)] term in the 

Legendre expansion is independent of the angle 9, the problem is thus 

reduced to one having only a single degree of freedom, R. (The H 2 bond 

length is still fixed at r - 1.40 a .) We can thus discuss the problem 
o 

in the language of an atom-atom collision, which has been thoroughly 
18 developed by Miller. The basic aspects of Miller's derivations of 

the classical cross sections for total and associate ionization are 

presented in Section 1. Results and comparsions with quantum 

mechanical calculations and with experiment are presented in Section 2. 

1. Theory 
18 The following discussion closely follows Miller's derivations, 

but employs the notation used in Garrison, Miller, and Schaefer."* We 
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assume throughout: that the total collision enu-r̂ y E is tixud, an>: that 

all quantities are given in atomic -mits. The classical thocry of 

Penning ionization is then formulated in the language of probabilities. 

For a given impact parameter b, P, (?.)dR is the probability that 

ionization occurs in the interval (R,R-HiR). Then, for a particle 
13 approaching with impact parameter b, it can be shown that 

o K b 

where f is the autoionization width and v,(R) is the radial velocitv 
b 

v b(R) - £| IE - v*(R) - ^ ] } 1 / 2 . f5.19) 
R 

Since T is the ionization rate and —Try is roughly the time spent in 
b 

the interval (R,R-±-dR), r(R)/v,(R) is the probability of ionizing in 

the interval (R,R+dR), The exponential factor is the survive- factor 

for reaching R without ionizing. Similarly, for a retreating particle, 

rao r r H T rt r(R') > . rq*'). 
/ R o b 

where R~ is the classical turning point, i.e., the point for which 

2 
E = v*(R) +^~r (5.21) 

R 

(see Figure IX). The total probability for ionization at R is thus 

given by 
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Figure- IX. ClassicaJ potential curve model usfi for the description of 

Penning and associative ioni nation in an aton-aton problem. 

See text for definitions of indicated quantities. 



Figure IX. 

V max( b > 
- ! — ' - - — — — - * — — * . « ^ - j J . > . - - i - . . i • • - * 
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Pb(R) = P^;(R) + P b U t ( R ) > ( 5 - 2 2 ) 

and the total probability for ionization along a trajectory of impact 

parameter b is simply 

P b =J Pb(E)dR . (5.23) 

To obtain a total cross section for ionization, we thus need to add up 

all the contributions from individual impact parameters: 

Vt = 2 , t 2 d b ' b ' P b • (5-24> 

Performing the necessary substitutions and the integration over R, we 

obtain 

0 = 2* /db-b-[l-eXp{-2 / dR1 ^Wr)] . (5.25) 

We wou3.d al;jO like to calculate the amount of associate ionization, 

i.e., the cross section 0",T for the formation of HeH_ in our atom-atom AI 2 
picture. We can Cher, compute tht branching ratio R = k,,/k.ot , which 

can be compared with experiment. Classically, we can consider the 

ionization as a vertical transition from the excited v* curve to the 

ionized v_ curve, where the nuclear kinetic energy is locally conserved 

(see Figure IX). (The v 0 curve is just the Jl = 0 Legendre moment for 

the r = 1,40 SCF results for V + presented in Chapter IV.) If, after 

the ionization has occurred, the nuclear kinetic energy falls within 

the shaded region of Figure IX, we have a bound (i.e., associated) 
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product. This includes both a component which is truly bound (E less 

than v_(»)) as well as a component which is only quasibound (E less than 

the centrifugal barrier). The criteria for deciding if the final nuclear 

kinetic energy falls within the shaded region can be included by 

restricting the limits on the R integration of P. and by multiplying 

the integrand in Eq. (5.23) by a step function h(x), which equals one 

if the final energy is sufficiently low and equals zero otherwise. 

Assuming, as is the case presented here, that the topology of v" 

and v n are such that only a single reaction of R contributes to a._, u AI 
we obtain for <7,T a triple integral 

Al 

°AI = 2 l t 

* 

• [ e ^ ( i " d R ' v ^ y > + e x p ( - / d R ' ^ 7 i V - <5-2 6 ) 

2 + Eb where B is Che maximum value of b for which v H =- possesses a 
+ R 

well, R is R (b) (cf. Figure IX), and X is given by max 

X " Vmax ( b ) ' E + V 0 < R ) " V 0 W • ( 5 - 2 7 ) 

For the amount of the truly bound component only, R is taken as the 
0 point R where 

2 
VQ(R) + ^ = v+(») , (5.28) 

and X becomes 
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X = vfJ(») - F. + vQ(R) - VQ(R) . (5.29) 

If w<- iel R I'b) be the Largest value of R in Che interval (RA, R Co) J 0 max 
r, or R ) for which h(:<) = J, we can rewrite the triple integral in Eq. 

(5.26) as the double integral: 

o A 1 = 27r Jdb-h-{exp[-y dR^-|j-]} sinh[/"dR "^rfgyl • (5.30) 

+ 0 In general, the values of R„, B, R (b), and R must be determined & 0 max 
numerically. For certain choices of potentials, however, such as 

those described below, some of these values can be found analytically. 

2. Results 

The integrations in Eqs. (5.25) and (5.30) were performed with 

a Simpsons rule procedure. The R integrals pose a problem, however, 

in that since v, (R) approaches zero as R approaches R , the integrand 

is singular at R«- Fortunately, this problem can be obviated by a 

suitable change of integration variable. Letting K=-JR -RQ\ we get 

the following transformation. 

r 1 r(Ri r 1 "* 0 r(R_+xVx 
/dR^r=2/dx —^ 5- . (5.31) 

The integrand is now finite for all x in [0,\fR -R ]. However, the 

integrand has 0/0 fort as x **• 0, so that the limit of the integrand 

as x -> 0 must be properly determined for evaluation at or near the lower 

limit of integration. For the choices of potential forms used 



here, this can be done by standard limiting procedures involving 

expansion techniques. With this limiting procedure taken into account, 

the integrands in Eqs. (5.25) and (5.30) are sniooLh, well-behaved 

functions of R and b. In fact, for energies less than 0.500 eV, 20 

integration points were sufficient for four-figure accuracv in c 

For higher energies, 40 points proved to be enough. A somewhat larger 

number of points was required for the a calculations. In addition, 

the infinite limits in Eq. (5.25) were set to about 20.0 for the b and 

R integrations. 

Before presenting the results for the total ionization cross 

section, a few remarks are in order on how the classical turning 

point R_ was obtained in these calculations. Basically, a strictly 

numerical technique was used. That is, suppose we define the function 

f(R) by 

2 
£00 = v*(R) +£L. - E . (5.32) 

We thus want the value R such that f(R ) = 0 . Given the i t h 

0 0 
approximation to R n, we can determine the (i+1) approximation by 

R - R - - ^ - • < 5 - 3 3 ) 

Ri+1 h f'(R.) 

Sir.ce v n is fit by a cubic spline function, both f(R.) and f'(R.) can 

be determined analytically. Given some initial guess to R then, Eq. 

(5.33) can easily be iterated until the change in the computed R value 

between successive iterations is sufficiently small. An efficient 

method of choosing the initial guess to R~ is to take the final RQ value 
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Figure X. Total ionization cress sections ~ for He(2 S)+H [cf. 

Eq. (5.25)]. The classical results obtained with an atom-

atom appro: imat ion (sol id curve) are compared with the 

quantum mechanical results of Section A (crosses). 



Figure 

( 2°0) - L 0 1 _O 



obtained for the previous value of b. Since the increment between b 

values was not too large ('''I), this provided a ^ood initial guess for 

H,. Thus, only the initial guess for b = 0 is undetermined. However, 

for b = 0, tho condition for R becomes 

0 - f(R) = v*(R) - E , (5.34) 

which, since v (R) is a cubic spline* can be solved analytically. 

Also, sinct/ E crosses v~ (R) at one and only one point in the interval 

between two cubic fit points, the choice of root is unambiguous. 

Results for the total ionization cross section for the collision 

energy range 0.010 to 1.000 eV are plotted in Figure X, and compared 

with the quantum mechanical results of Section A. We see that the 

classical atom-atom results are slightly lower than the quantum ones, 

but still within 102. Since the effect of v„ in the quantum mechanical 

calculations was to lower the ionization cross section by around 10%, 

classical mechanics (i.e., the neglect to tunnelling) appears to 

introduce roughly a 20% error over quantum mechanics. The magnitude 

of the error caused by the neglect of tunnelling is reasonable for 

the case of a repulsive potential and a width which rises rapidly 

as R decreases. Thermally averaging the cross sections to obtain 

rate constants as in Eq. (5.17) similarly produced results which 

are within 10% below those obtained in Section A. 

In order to calculate the cross section for associative ioniza
tion 0".,, the ionized v_(R) curve is needed. This function was 

Al U 
derived from the SCF results for V presented in Chapter IV by the 

use of Eq. (4.3). It is listed in Table VIII and is plotted in 

Figure XI. To interpolate between the computed points, the v^ 



Table VIII. *. = 0 Legendre moments for V . 

R (a ) v (a.u.) 
o U 

'l3 + 0. 0006-12 

A - 0.0013S1 

5 - 0.000833 

6 - 0.000439 

7 - 0.0U0231 

8 - 0.000129 

9 - 0.000076 

10 - 0.000050 
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poti 'iit-inl va:. f i t by Lh«- r c i aL ivpJy simple form 

8 - 4 - (5 .35 ) 
K R 

The value of r1 was set to 0.69, the polarizability of helium. Taking 

two rl i f fe-iri-nt value:; of c (obtained by a least-squares fit of the data 

with arid without the computed value at R = 3 a ) produced two different 

fits to v 0, differing primarily in the position and depth of the 

[iiiai-mum tit L!K- attractive well (cf. Figure Ml) and bracketing the correct 

v curve. Tin- true results should thus lie between those obtained from 

theso two fits. 

The advantage of using a fit of the form in Eq. (5.35) is that 

certain upper limits needed in Eq. (5.26) and (5.30) can be determined 

analytically. The position of ,the maximum of the centrifugal barrier, 
2 

R (b), and the largest value of b for which v~(R) + —r- contains a max " 0 2 
R 

well, H, can both be obtained by setting the derivative of the effective 

potential to zero: 

n d t + r u \ J- E f a 2^ 1 c' * ^ Eb 2 ,_ -.. 
0 = dR ( v o ( R ) + ~J> = ~fi ~ !?-* + T T • ( J' 3 6 ) 

1 R R R R 
48 As mentioned above, such cubic equations have analytic, solutions, so 

that R (b) is relatively easy to determine. Since no real solutions max 
exist when the discriminant for the equation equals 0, we obtain the 

condition for B as: 

K2/3c-] 3 M
 ( 5 3 7 ) 

1/2 1/4 • ^ • J l ' > 

E e 



2 
K ', Che value for which v.,(K) + -—— crosses v, .('•) (needed for c.il t:u:.;' ::;,-

U R- ° 
0, for truly bound component), can similar];- be obtained by solving :::.-

cubic equation 
2 

VQ(R) + ̂ y = 0 (5.38) 

directly. The final quantity to be determined, R'(b)? corresponding 

to the largest allowed R value for which the step function h(X) is 

non-r.ero, cannot be determined analytically. It was determined by a 

straightforward numerical search. 

Associative ionization cross sections o _ were calculated vith 
Ai 

both of the fits given in Figure XI, and with and without the quasi-

bound component. The four sets of cross sections were then thermally 

averaged via Eq. (5.17), producing associative rate constants k at 

300°K. From these, branching ratios R = k /k^^ wie computed. Results 

for the total (both component) associative ionization for Fit 1 and Fit 

2 are 16% and 171?, respectively. When just the truly bound component 

is considered, these results are 12% and 13%. From these results, we 

can conclude that the branching ratio is not very sensitive to the well 

region of the ionized curve, which is consistent with the picture that 

at thermal energies, the particles cannot get much closer than about 

5 a . We also note that the quasibovmd component contributes only 20% 

to 30% of the branching ratio. However, the experimentally determined 

branching ratio for the formation of HeH~ is a mere 1.5%. * Clearly, 

some factor lias not properly been accounted for in this comparison, 

since classical mechanics would be expected to underestimate the result, 

through the neglect ot tunnelling. The difference between this 
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theoretical treatment and what is experimentally determined thus lies in 

the atom-atom approximation en.ployc-d here. That is, this model cannot 

dim in:;uish between true HcH„ and HeH-> which is formed with a suffie lent 

amount of vibrational excitation to subsequently decay to HeH +ri. Since 

the branching ratio for HeH formation is around 10% at 3Q0°K, this is 

a plausible explanation. In terms of potential curves, this means that 

to properly compare with experiment, we need t:o add the *i- vibrational 

energy to the v,. curve, thereby raising it relative to the original 

VJ-JC1"") value and decreasing the size of the well. In fact, for a 

sufficiently large amount of vibrational energy (> .002 a.u.), the 

well would disappear entirely, corresponding to a zero classical cross 

section for associative ionization. The observed branching ratio for 

HeHp formation could then be calculated onJy in a quantum mechanical 

framework. This last idea is supported by the work of Preston and 
49 + 

Cohen, who observea no HelL formation in a classical Liajectory studv 
of t,his problem. 



VI. THE iie(21S)*ii1 bYST"!! 

This chapter presents the results of our stab ill r.at inn—s:olden 
1 50 

rule calculations on trie He(ls~s S)-H:-, system. Ibis system is or 

particular interest in that recent experimental measurements .: the 

diiferential scattering cross section suggest "'iat, unj.i.-:e the 

triplet system, the singlet interaction potential '.'* contain/ a 

relative maximum (cf. Figure Mil). In a previous thucreticai study 
22 of this system, Cohan and Lane round a high degree o: nnisotropy. 

However, since their calculation employed a rather Limited valence-

bond CI wavefunction with a single center expansion for the H,, 

orbitals, a reliable maximum was either not observed or not reported. 

The method employed in our work was presented in Chapter III. 

All comments in Chapter IV concerning the procedure and programs apply 

here as well, and need not be repeated. ±y two differences between 

the work presented in Chapter IV and the current case are significant. 

First, the orbital basis set listed in Table III was used as given, 

except that the 2s and 2p orbital exponents on He were changed to 

0.505, as determined in a separate calculation of tle(2 S). Second, 

unlike the triplet calculation, the ground state (reference) configura-

considered a part of the Q subspace of H, the root corresponding to 

resonance was thus the second eigenvalue of QHQ. 

The results for the resonance energy V are listed in Table IX. 

Since the singlet SCF calculations on HeH„ differ from the triplet 

only in the 2s and 2p He exponents, the V_j_ results "were almost the 

same as before (differing "' 0.0002 a. . . ) , and need not be repeated. 
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Figure XT!. interaction pol'j::L .'a I '!"(?./:) for He(2 Sj-i-ii, ('̂n) id cijrvts) 

wiLl, -i fixed at 0"-(C j and 9 0 * ( C ) . The I< bond length 

is fixed .it the enuilibrium value r = 1.40 a . The dashed 

curve i'i H.Yner land's effective spherically symmetric potential 

(see Keference 30). All curves are plotted with the same 

zero. The calculated asymptotic limit is V (R̂ -", r = 1.40) = 

-3.273656 a.u. 
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Tallin IX. R e s u l t s for the Hn(2 1 SJ+H, V* p o t e n t i a l . 3 

1.00 0 1.40 -3 .191679 

3.00 .'.5 1.40 -3 .216420 

3.00 90 1.40 -3 .234810 

4 .00 0 1.40 -3 .256806 

4 .00 45 1.40 -3 .263535 

4 .00 90 1.40 -3 .269144 

4 . 5 J 0 1.40 -3 .263758 

4 .50 45 1.40 -3 .267951 

4 .50 90 1.40 -3 .271489 

4 .75 0 1.40 -3 .265434 

4 .75 45 1.40 -3 .268869 

4 .75 90 1.40 -3 .271769 

5.00 0 1.40 -3 .266548 

5.00 45 1.40 -3 .269406 

5.00 90 1.40 -3 .271817 

5.25 0 1.40 - ' . 2 6 7 3 5 0 

5.25 45 1.40 -3 .269749 

5.25 90 1.40 -3 .271776 

5.50 0 1.40 -3 .267983 

5.50 45 1.40 -3 .770007 

5.50 90 1.40 -3 .271714 

5.75 0 1.40 -3 .268528 

5.75 45 1.40 -3 .270234 

5.75 90 1.40 -3 .271677 

6.00 0 1.40 -3 .269032 

6 .00 45 1.40 -3 .270460 

6.00 90 1.00 -3 .222912 

6.00 90 1.40 -3 .271680 

6.00 90 1.80 -3 .249739 

6.2a 0 1.40 -3 .269508 

6.25 45 1.40 -3 .270702 

6.25 90 1.40 -3 .271725 

6.50 0 1.40 -3 .269971 

6.50 45 1.40 -3 .270956 

6.50 90 1.40 -3 .271306 

6.75 0 1.40 -3 .270414 

6.75 45 1.40 -3 .271217 

6.75 90 1.40 -3 .271923 

7.00 0 1.40 -3 .270829 

7.00 45 1.40 -3 .271479 

7.00 90 1.40 - 3 . 2 7 2 0 6 1 

7.25 0 1.40 -3 .271215 

7.50 0 1.40 - 3 . 2 7 1 5 7 1 

7.50 45 1.40 -3 .271987 

7.50 90 1.40 -3 .272368 

7 .75 0 1,40 -3 .271890 

8.00 0 1.40 -3 .272175 

8.00 45 1.40 -3 .272429 
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Table IX, continued. 

R a r * V R 6 r V* 

8.00 90 i.6o -3.224158 10.0 90 1.35 -3.273164 

8.00 90 1.35 -3.272406 10.0 90 1.40 -3.273431 

3.00 90 1.40 -3.262672 10.0 90 1.45 -3.272747 

8.00 90 1.45 -3.271987 10.0 90 1.80 -3.251202 

8.00 90 1.80 -3.250440 25.0 0 1.40 -3.273657 

8.25 0 1.40 -3.272423 25.0 45 1.40 -3.273657 

8.30 0 1.40 -3.272638 25.0 90 1.00 -3.225122 

'8. SO 45 1.40 -3.272786 25.0 90 1.35 -3.273388 

8.50 90 1.40 -3.272938 25.0 90 1.40 -3.273657 

9.00 0 1.40 -3.272978 25.0 90 1.45 -3.272975 

9.00 45 1.40 -3.273062 25.0 90 1.80 -3.251443 

9.00 90 1.40 -3.273150 50.0 90 1.00 -3.225122 

9.50 0 1.40 -3.273217 50.0 90 1.35 -3.273388 

9.50 45 1.40 -3.273260 50.0 90 1.40 -3.273656 

9.50 90 1.40 -3.273314 50.0 90 1.45 -3.272974 

10.0 0 1.40 -3.273381 50.0 90 1.80 -3.251442 

10.0 45 1.40 -3.273401 

10.0 90 1.00 -3.224905 

All quantities in atomic units; angles in degrees. The exact asymptotic 

limit for the potential is V*(R -<• °°, r = 1.40) = -3.3204 a.u. 

R, r, and 9.are the coordinates defined in Figure II. 
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Also , Lin- reason t h a t iv.->u 1 t<., for the a u t o i o n : z a t i o n width aro ne t 

t^bulaU-d w i l l be d e t a i j w j b«-low. V r e s u l t s for a f ixed My bond 

lr i i j ' th (r = 1.40 a ) and two f ixed o r i e n t a t i o n . - (•'; ~ 0° and 0 = 9 r j 6 j 

^ o . o 
arc- plotted in Figure XII, and compared with the experimentally deduced 

30 

potential of Hnberland. I-rom the ligure, we see that the potential 

ir. quite an isotropic, and that, whereas the C, approach is purely 

repulsive, the C- approach actually does possess a relative maximum. 

In addition, a C (0 = 45°) approach (not shown) has a pronounced 

"wiggle", though not a true maximum. Since Che potential curve inferred 

by Haberland assumes an isotropic potential, a direct comparison of 

our results with experiment is not possible. Such a comparison could 

be made with scattering calculations employing the complex potential 
A i V - T F, but Che auCoionizing width for this system is not currently 

available (see below). However, Che fact that the height of the relative 
maximum in our C~ potential is roughly the same as that of Uaberland's 

30 effecCive potential strongly suggests chat our calculation is correctly 

modeling the physics of. Che situation. 

The Legendre moments v , v ?, and v, defined by Eq. (4.1) are ploCted 

in Figure. XIII. The larg»_ degree of anisotropy is easily visualized 

from this figure, although the "wiggle" is not very pronounced. In 

fact, che maximum region in Che C„ approach is converged in Che Legendre 

moments to a crossing of Che vfi and v„ curves. For if v n = v 2 and v. 

is neglected, iC can easily be shown [cf. Eqs. (4.3) to (4.5)] that 

V(90°) = T V(0°), which is nearly true around R = 5 a . 
4 O 

The physical origin of Chis unusual scrucCure in Che potenCial 

does not appear to be due to an avoided crossing with the He -H 9 ionic 

state. Such an interacCion is precluded by the face that for the C ? 



georriL-Lry, nix- resonance and ionic states art- of dii*:uruiit sr.it'i.il 

svmniL-tr itrs. It should also be pointed out That the structure Is :\oi 

an ar t L f̂ ; t ui our procedure, at least with respect tc per. orn:i::.: the 
+ Sf'T r/il-'ii lat i ":\ . ior the HeH.> state, as the correspond inq 01 cal filiation 

wi Li! an SCF on the HeH„ ground state also produced a Cn_ curve wi th a 

proneunced structure. An analysis of the resonance wavctunction for 

various R values in the C, approach indicates that the structure is 

clue to the- in terac tion between two excited states which asymptotically 

beio-me nV('.:i2s S)-H19 and HeQs2p P^+H-. That is, for R larger than 

tlit rdaLivc ":;':;•:iinûi, the u>:c ited He electron is in an orb i tal vhi ch 

has esst-nt ]'.:-:] 1 y 2s character, while for R inside the maximum, the electron 

is in an orbital characterized as a 2s-2p hybrid. Such s-p correlation 
22 

was also found to be important to Cohen and Lane. To gain a more 

quantitative view of this hybridisation, we performed a crude population 

analysis, as follows: For fixed R, we consider the eigenvectors for 

the two roots which dissociate to He(2 S), He(2 P)+]i (roots 2 and 3 

of our calculation). For each root, the electron density in the 

2s and 2p molecular orbitals of He is then roughly given by the squares 

of the coefficients for the configurations corresponding to single 

excitations fr.om the ground state to the respective orbitals. To obtain 

the atomic orbital densities, these squared coefficients are then 

multiplied by the proper coefficients of the atomic orbitals in the 

molecular orbitals, and the results for a given atomic orbital are 

summed over the 2s and 2p molecular orbitals. We thus end up with a 

crude measure of the electron density in the excited s and p atomic 

orbitals, which we can denote by D and D . We then define the mixing 
• s p 

ratio for each of the eigenvectors as D /D . These mixing ratios are 
s p 
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F i g u r e X I I I . Lf-Kendro araftr. ts v 'V.),'!>. = 0 , 2 , 4 , of t h e ! !e (2 i S)+H 2 

p o t e n t i a l e.'.er^y s u r f a c e [c f . Eq. ( 4 . 1 } ] . The H„ bend 

lens ' th i s f ixed at the e q u i l ibriurr. v a l u e r = 1.40 a . 
o o 
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given in Table X. From these results, it is clear th^t outside the 

relative niaximu::!, flie two roots correspond quite well to distinct S 

and P excited orbitals, whereas inside the maximum, the two roots 

become mixed, and at 5 a the excited orbitals are probably quite 

nearly sp hybrids. 

'Hie structure in the potential surface may now be explained in 

terms of this s-p hybridization. For the hybridization provides a 

mechanism whereby electron charge density may be polarized along the 

R axis and away from the H^. Thus, more of the +1 charge of the He 

core is bared to the H-, providing a charge-quadrupole interaction, for 

which the C„ approach is the most stabJs. Of course, such an effact 
3 is also possible for the He(2 S)+H« system discussed in Chapter IV. 

3 3 However, the He(2 S)-He(2 P) splitting is 1.14 eV, as opposed to 0.60 

eV in the singlet case. Such s-p interaction would then be expected 

to occur at smaller R values, where the potential is too steeply 

repulsive to support a well. 

Using the same procedure as was used in the triplet study (see 

Chapter IV), the autoionization width for He(2 S)+H« was computed. 

Unfortunately, in the present case the width did not fall to zero as the 

H 2 was moved away (R -*- ">) . In fact, T reached an asymptotic value of 

^ 10 a.u. To understand the origin of this result, we will restrict 

our discussion to a C„ geometry with a fixed H„ bond length of r = 1.40 a 

We also consider the case in which R is large, for in this linit we may 

talk ubout molecular orbitals which are centered on either He or H„. 

Since in our calculations the SCF is used to obtain a good set of 

orbitals with which to describe He-H-̂ , in theCT the reference (ground 



Table X. D /D populaCion ratios for He(2 S)+H. 

R (a ) Root 2 Root 3 

3 1.07 1.23 

4 1.55 1.20 

5 2.34 1.01 

6 3.66 0.48 

7 4.83 0.20 

8 1.99 0.66 

See text for definitions of quantities 
involved. 
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state) conf ijjuratiun, which is in the 0 subspace, will mix with the 

single excitations in the P subspace to provide a better description 

of H ?. Unlike the triplet case, then, in which the reference configura

tion is not included, this normal CI correlation of the K„ is counted in 

the H p n coupling, and thus contributes to the width. Since such 

correlation would reach some non-zero asymptotic value for large R, 

r would be expected to level off as R -*• M , as is observed. In addition, 

since such CI correlation changes with R in some unknown manner, the 

asymptotic limit cannot simply be subtracted off to provide the width. 

In fact, when such a procedure Is used, the results we obtain are about 

an order of magnitude smaller than those for the triplet system, in 
22 contrast to the results of Cohen and Lane, who obtained an approximate 

singlet width which was slightly larger than their triplet. (Cohen and 
22 Lane did not observe the correlational difficulties discussed here as 

they did not use the golden rule approach for their singlet calculations.) 

It should also be pointed out that these asymptotic difficulties were 

not observed by Hickman in a golden rule calculation on He(2 S)+H, 

since as R -*- <», there is no electronic correlation for the H atom. 

In an attempt to remedy our correlation difficulties, we tried a 

few other schemes, corresponding to different effective choices for 

the P and Q projectors. First, the reference configuration was removed 

from the Q subspace and placed in the P subspace, so that the mixing 

between the ground configuration and the P configurations would not be 

counted in the width. However, since the reference configuration mixes 

strongly with the entire Q space, this procedure was not effective. 

Second, with the reference configuration replaced in the 0 subspace, 

the SCF calculation was performed on HeH? instead of HeH~. This choice 
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of molecular orbitals provides a poorer description of the continuum function 

X in Eq. (3.12), but this is probably not a serious concern, as Cohen and 
22 1,3 

Lane obtained reasonable widths for He(2 S)+K0 jsing quite modest 
wavefunctions. The advantage of such a choice of molecular orbitals, 

52 however, is that by Brillouin s Theorem we know that the reference 

configuration cannot mix with those configurations which are single 

excitations from the reference (i.e., the P configurations). We thus 

obtained no contributions to the width from the mixing between the 

reference configuration and the P subspace. However, a different type 

of correlation in the H„ was observed in this case. For large R, double 

excitations in the H« (cQ) mixed strongly with the single excitations in 

H«(eP), again providing an asymptotic contribution to the width. 

In a final attempt to remove the electronic correlation from the 

width, we replaced the single determinental ionic wavefunction #. 
ion 

in x (cf. Eq. (3.6)] by a three electron CI wavefunction. The idea 

here is that by "precorrelating" the continuum function X* C n e correla

tional effects described above could be expected to cancel out in the 

golden rule matrix element of Eq. (3.12). That is, suppose we reconsider 

the physical approximation assumed for the continuum function x> 

W rr •••• V " ̂ W'rWWV • ( 6 - 1 } 

where, as before, we expand the coulomb orbital <p p_ as 

1=1 
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However, for i. (r,,r_,r,), we now Cake the ground state eigenvector ion 1 2 3 
from a CI calculation on HeH-: 

*ion (V2' ?3> " ? "ic *k < V V 3 > ' ( 6- 3 ) 

3 
where the superscript 3 indicates that $. is a 3-electron configuration. 
We -us obtain for x* 

k l 

i k 

where <$> is a 4-electron configuration corresponding to a proper 

spatial and singlet spin coupling of the 3-electron configuration 
3 4 

$, with the orbital 4.. $., can be written as a simple linear combina-
k 1 lk 

3 
tion of configurations $. for HeH,. Assuming that the $ configurations 
contain single and double excitations from the 3-electron reference ground 

4 state, the $., will involve linear combinations of single, double, and ik 
some triple'excitations from the A-electron reference configuration of 

the original HeH, set. It should be noted here, however, that the only 

terms in X of Eq. (6.4) which contribute to the I„ matrix element of 

Eq. (4.16) are those terms which were not included in the original 
4 Q subspace. To demonstrate this, we assume that a given $., corresponds 

to a configuration <i> (or a linear combination of such configurations), 

where <j> is an element of the Q subspace. Then the contribution to I 
4 from the $.. term is related to lk 
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<'?JH-E \-i> = <I>j *j!H-Er!<V 

= 2:b jai j t-Hc j t) = 0 , (6.5) 

where the last expression equals :ero because the final equality of 

Eq. (6.5) is simply the secular equation which determines the coefficients 

{b.} for the eigenvectors of QHQ. Contributions to the width only arise, 

then, from matrix elements between Q configurations and P configurations 

and between Q configurations and triple excitations from the reference. 

Unfortunately, both types of matrix elements do not go to zero as R -*• ^y 

and the results from this procedure are not very different from the 

original calculation described above, with the exception that the 

asymptotic limit for F is now ̂  10 a.u. This indicates that a partial 

cancellation of the correlational effects nay be occurring. In conclusion, 

for cases in which such correlational effects as those presented here 

are important, the choices of P and Q projectors presented in Chapter III 

are not suitable for an accurate calculation of the width. A different 

method presented in Chapter VIII, based on a calculation of the Siegert 

eigenvalues of a system, shows great promise for the calculation of widths 

in such cases. 
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VII. THE He(2 S)-fAr SYSTEM 

Another reaction of current scientific interest is the Penning 
r A *. *. • - . „ fc 4. ' •» w 15-17,53-55 ionization of Ar atoms by singlet metastaole He: 

He(ls2s1S) + Ar -»• He + Ar + + e~ . (7.1) 

Haberland recently published an extensive study of 'the differential 

elastic scattering cross section for this system at several collision 

energies, from which it is concluded that a proper calculated fit to 

the cross section results requires an excited potential V which 

contains a relative maximum (cf. Figure XIV), similar to that observed 

for the He(2 S)+H„ system (cf. Chapter VI). This unusual feature is 

necessary in that it gives rise to a well-resolved rainbow maximum in 

the differential cross section observed at intermediate angles (20° for 

100 meVj. This anomalous rainbow peak, has also been observed by Siska, 

who obtained the differential cross section at a single collision energy 

(64 meV). Using a considerably less flexible potential form than that 

of Haberland, Siska was able to obtain a good fit to his data with a 

potential containing a pronounced shoulder (cf. Figure XIV), though not 

a relative maximum. Nevertheless, the position ( 7 a ) and height (25 
o 

meV) of the structure in Siska's potential are in good agreement with 

those of Haberland's. In addition, Siska's time-of-flight measurements 

contain a single peak corresponding to elastic scattering, indicating 

that the observed behavior does not arise from an excitation transfer 

process producing Ar . 

Since this system has only a single degree of freedom for the 

nuclear motion, a theoretical calculation of the V potential is most 
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worthwhile, as it can be directly compared with the experimentally 

deduced potentials. Such a calculation is presented in this chapter. 

As the number of electrons in the HeAr system (20) is relatively large, 

extensive CI calculations were not considered feasible. However, the 

reasonably-sized calculation presented herein, while not of sufficient 

accuracy to- reproduce the exact details of the potential, wad consiier-

ed adequate enough to furnish the gross shape of V , i.e., two high-slope 

regions separated by about 2 a and joined by a low-slope region. 

The calculation of V w presented in this chapter differs 

significantly from the method detailed in Chapter III in three 

respects. First, those configurations corresponding to a HeAr core 

plus another orbital (the P subspace of Chapter III) were included in 

the CI diagonalization. This corresponds to the alternative definitions 

of the P and Q projectors as used by Miller and Schaefer in a stabiliza

tion calculation for the He H system. Such definitions place all the 
2 L functions of the basis set into the Q subspace, while the P subspace 

2 contains only non-L functions. Second, the molecular orbitals from 

which the configurations were generated were determined by an SCF 

calculation on the neutral HeAr system, instead of on HeAr . That 

such a procedure does not change the overall characteristics of the 

calculated potential was discussed in Chapter VI. Third, all structure 

calculations discussed in this chapter were performed with the BERKELEY 

system of minicomputer-based programs. 

The atomic orbital basis set of 34 contracted Gaussian functions 

used in our study is listed in Table XI. Those orbitals centered on 

He are the same as those used for the He(2 S}4-;19 calculations (cf. 
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figure XIV. Interaction potentials for He(2 S)+Ar plotted on a linear 

scale. The solid curve is the theoretical result. The 

dashed curve is Haberland's deduced potential (cf. Reference 

30), while the dot-dashed curve is Siska's deduced potential 

(cf. Reference 55). All curves are plotted with the same 

zero. The calculated asymptotic limit is -528.944849 a.u. 
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Table XI. Contracted Gaussian orbital basis set for He(2 S)+Ar. 

Atom Orbital Exponent Coefficient 

Ar Is 118186. 

"\ 17688.8 

40?7.30 

114-;. 96 

376.954 

138.070 

0.00030 

0.00238 

6.01233 

0.04908 

0.15104 

0.23140 

Ar Is' 138.070 

54.9540 

23.1650 

0.10000 

0.40780 

0.18556 

Ar 2s 7.37688 1.0 

Ar 2s' 2.92369 1.0 

Ar 3s 0.6506603 1.0 

Ar 3s' 0.232877 1.0 

Ar 4s 0.083348 1.0 

Ar 2p *x ,2p,. J 
.2p 660.901 

157.219 

50.0639 

18.6119 

7.43692 

3.08857 

0.00299 

0.02364 

0.10589 

0.28567 

0.44322 

0.30458 

Ar 2p' •x ,2PV 
y 
, 2 D ' 

• 2 
1.10267 1,0 

Ar 3p.. ,3p .3p 0.414763 1.0 
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Table XI, continued. 

Atom Orbital Exponent1^' Coefficient 

Ar 3o ,3D ,3p' 
x -y 'z ^ 

0.145449 1.0 
Ar . 4p ,4p ,4p , x y' 'z • ' 0.051006^ 1.0 
Ar 3d ,3d ,3d xx yy' zz 

3d ,3d ,3d xy xz yz 
" 0.81 

0 

He 

He 

He 

Is 

Is' 

2s 

2p ,2p ,2p "x 'y v7. 

92.4121 

16.9437 

4.74023_ 

1.62840 

0.632354 

0.260438 

23.1030 

4.23592 

1.18506 

0.407099 

0.158083 

0.065110 

7.06036 

1.29480 

0.363866 

0.052034 

0.023616 

0.011262 

1.49656 

0.390272 

0.00916 

0.04936 

0.16854 

0.37056 

0.41649 

0.13033 

0.00915 

0.04936 

0.16854 

0.37056 

0.4164S 

0.13033 

-0.004151 

-0.02067 

-0.05150 

0.33463 

0.56211 

0.17130 

0.00792 

0.05144 



0.!396' i ' i 

o. nihil'* 

0 .026692 

0 .012619 

Q. 1*2934 

C.40499 

0 .40124 

0 .10519 



l'.-\'>j'i bi-.iiib-: set en Ar was then augmented by ;•::':•,•;<• --s .::;d -̂ p '..KISS i ri\.r, 

wi in exponents chosen by the even-temper ĉ ner:''. r - : • v ; *:. fh'•:;(• 

di»' fust.1 fur.e ti oils were- included for a better r3e:--<v : pt : :". c f ei I h-.-r Ar 

or Ar states, as it was felt that such states ::;i,;ht ;.'. ..v a role in 

determining the interaction energy. In addition, a 3d s<-L of polnriz.-i-

l i on i ur:r titJi'.s van added to the Ar, wi th an exponent o:' f». H} . The 

finaJ Ar basis of 28 contracted Gaussian^ gave an £Cr energy v:h:ch was 
57 oniy 0.006 a.u. higher than that obtained by Veillard with an uncontract 

Gaussian set. 

For a given nuclear separation (R), the SCF calculation on HeAr 

thus provided 34 molecular orbitals from which the configurations were 

generated. With the Is 2s 2p core of Ar and the highest five virtual 

orbitals frozen out of the configuration generation, all allowed single 

and double excitations from the ground state reference occupancy 

yielded a CI basis set of 1398 configurations. An iterative procedure 

war used to obtain the desired root of the resulting Haiailtonian 

matrix. This root was identified by considering the molecular orbital 

populations determined from the eigenvectors. The results for V are 

given in Table XII and are plotted in Figure XIV. Clearly, no "wiggle" 

is obtained, although the potential does appear to be roughly linear 

in the 6 a to 3 a region, with a sharp rise for R < 6 a . However, o o b r o * 

when V is plotted on a semilog scale, an anomalous feature is readily 

apparent (cf. Figure XV). For a normal repulsive potential, such a 

plot would produce a roughly linear curve for the low-energy repulsion 
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Table. XII. Resonance energies for He(2 S)+Ar. 

R (a ) o V* (a.u.) 

4.0 -528.918737 

4.5 -528.933942 

5.0 -528.939501 

5.5 -528.941434 

6.0 -528. f '.2164 

6.5 -528.942595 

7.0 -528.942987 

7.5 -528.943373 

8.0 -528.943740 

8.5 -528.944055 

9.0 -528.944308 

9.5 -528.944489 

10.0 -528.944627 

25.0 -528.944849 
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region. Our calculated V curve for He(2 S)+Ar, on the other hand, 

definitely possesses a downward curvature for this region. We also 

see that the structure in our curve occurs over the same region as the 

structures in both Haberland*s and Siska*s curvos, though it is not 

nearly as pronounced as theirs. 

A few more commenrs on our calculated potential are in order. 

First, the computed van der Waals tail is too unreliable to be 

included in our discussion. Second, the computed asymptotic excita

tion energy for the He(2 S) state is 23.6 eV, as opposed to 20.6 eV 

from experiment. This implies that our calculation is providing a 

much better description for the ground state of the system than for 

the excited state under consideration. Third, the calculated asymptotic 

splitting between the 2 S and 2 P states of He is 0.58 eV, in good 

agreement with the experimental valrif of C.60 eV, indicating that 

the calculation is treating these states equally. 

In analogy to the findings of Chapter VI, the anomalous structure 

obtained here could be expected to arise frora the coupling between the 

two states which dissociate to He(2 S) , He<2 P)+Ar. That is, hybridiza

tion of the excited He orbital would allow charge density to be drawn 

away from the Ar, baring more of the He core to Ar, and lowering the 

energy. In the present case, we define the s-p mixing ratio as the 

ratio between the population densities in the 2s and 2p molecular 

orbitals for the resonant root. (This mixing ratio is so:newhat crude, 

for it does not take into account che s-p hybridization of the molecular 

orbitals.) These mixing ratios are given as a function of R in Table 

XIII. We note that che amount of s-p hybridization rises sharply in the 
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Figure XV. Interaction potentials for He(2 S)+Ar plotted on a logarithmic 

scale. The solid curve is the theoretical result. The dashed 

curve is Haberland's deduced potential (see Reference 30), 

while the dot-dashed curve is Siska's deduced potential (see 

Reference 55). All curves assume the same zero. 
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r^ion of the- anonaimis structure in V , but not nearly to the sarue 
i 

decree as v.is observed for Ho <2' S)4-H„. Those facts seen: to indicate 

that the satue mechanism can be applied to both systems, but that much 

more extensive calculations need to be performed on He'Ar to obtain 

a n*"ult wh ich is of comparable: accuracy. 

In order to determine the extent to which our ab_ initio potential 

agrees with the experimentally observed cross sections, we performed 

quantum mechanical calculations for the differential elastic scatter

ing cross section for He(2 "S)+Ar, using the single-channel SCAT program 

provided by Hickman. This program was first tested by reproducing the 

cross sect ions obtained by Haberland ar;d Siska when provided with 

the potentials and widths * those authors found best fit their 

data. (Note: The A and C coefficients of Haberland's V should be 

corrected to read A - 1632.6 eV, C - 0.0163 eV.) Our V curve was 

parameterized in the following manner: For R between 4 a and 10 a , 
o o 

V was fit by a cubic spline function through the computed points. 

For R > 10 a , V* was set to [96.565) exp(-0.96796 R) a.u., while for 

R < 4 a , V was set to (766.82) exp(-1.7460 R) a.u. These exponential 

fits were determined by a fit of the exponential form to the last two 

and first two computed points, respectively. Regardless of the form 

assumed for the ionization width F, the calculated potential did not 

yield a differential cross section with a rainbow peak for 100 meV. 

Instead, a very broad shoulder is obtained, with a breaking angle (i.e., 

the angle at which -rr- starts to drop precipitously) between 30° and 70°, 

depending on the form of T. This is to he compared with the experimental 

result of a rainbow peak at 20° for a collision f-nergv of 100 meV. Fven 
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Table XIII. KaLio of P to 5 character in He(2V)+Ar.* 

R (a ) Ratio (%) 

9.0 0 .20 

8 .5 0.24 

8 .0 0 .60 

7.4 1.9 

7 .0 3 .7 

6 .5 7 .3 

6 .0 12 . 

5 .5 1 9 . 

5 .0 25 . 

4 . 5 29 . 

4 . 0 2 7 . 

See text for definition of 
this ratio. 
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forms for the width containing broad maxima did not change the general 

.shape of the differential cross section. Similarly, addition of the 
62 proper van der VJaals tail to our potential did not significantly 

.-.Iter our results. Although it would be useful to compute an ab initio 

width for the H*»(2 S)+Ar system, then, it is doubtful if any such width 

rnuId provide a differential cross section with a rainbow peak, given 
ft our circulated V . However, as an anomalous shoulder in the cross 

.frcr.ion is obtained with our potential, it is possibly fairly close to 

the accurate one. That is, our potential may need to be modified only 

slightly (e.g., perhaps made flatter in the 6 a to 8 a region) to 

produce a peaked cross section. 
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VIII. THE CALCULATION OF SIEGERT EIGENVALUES 

In previous chapters, it was demonstrated that the stabilisation— 

golden rule method presented in Chapter III can in seme cases be used 

to obtain reliable positions (E ) and widths (D for autoionizing 

systems. In other cases, notably those involving a singlet system 

which correlates strongly with Che ground state, Che .method was observed 

to fail in the computation of the autoionisation width. In addition, 

it should be pointed out Chat the method is an approximate one, not 

only in the approximation of the continuum function by a function which 

is square-integrable, but also in the neglect of non-resonant scatter

ing processes. It was thus considered most useful to develop a more 

exact and direct method to compute E and T, which could tht;i be applied 

to molecular problems. As discussed in Chapter I, the aim of such a 

method is to calculate Che complex poles of the S-matrix, or equivalently, 

of the Green*s function, which correspond to resonances. Since the 

position of such a pole is 

E = E r - | r , (8.1) 

we can directly obtain the position and width of the resonance from the 

real and imaginary parts of the pole position. This procedure therefore 

obviates the need for choosing P and Q projectors, and avoids the 

approximations inherent in the golden rule expression. 

As mentioned in Chapter I, one such direct approach, the method of 

rotated coordinates, has already proven successful for calculations of 

small atomic systems, e.g., H and He . However, this method suffers 
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from the ambiguity ("as veJ 1 as excess computation) of examining the 

"stability" of the complex eigenvalue with respect to the rotation 

angJ*-* -i more serious drawback with this method is that the extension 

to non-fipherically symmetric systems, i.e., molecules, is unclear. 

Another direct approach, the one which will be discussed in this chapter, 

is based on a variational calculation of the Siegert eigenvalues of the 
9-11 system. As will be demonstrated below, this approach contains 

several important advantages: (1) the method requires little more than 

standard electronic structure techniques, (2) the resulting complex 

eigenvalues are stable with respect to increasing the size of the 

basis set, (3) only a relatively small number of diagonalizations must 

be performed to obtain converged results, (4) the extension to molecular 

systems is quite straightforward, and (5) no significant approximations 

are involved. 

The meti.od employed in this chapter stems from the variational 

calculation of Siegert eigenvalues proposed by Bardsley and Junker, 
2 and applied by them to a one-dimensional model problem, to the 2s 

2 - 11 

autoionizing state of H , and to the lowest S resonance of He . 

It will be demonstrated below, however, that Bardsley and Junker's some

what pessimistic conclusions on the applicability of this method to 

more complicated systems can be disregarded when a proper iterative 

scheme to obtain the Siegert eigenvalues is employed. The basic theory 

of the Siegert eigenvalue approach is presented in Section A, along 

with the results for a one-dimensional model problem, from which it 

will become evident that the method converges in a completely stable 

manner to the correct result as the basis sot size is increased. 
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Section '6 presents the application of the method to some veli-knovn 

au toionizing states of H and He, and it is demons traced that results 

of useful accuracy (< 20% error in ") can be obtained with quite ;.,cdest 

variational functions (< 10 configurations). The extension to inol-
3 "• 

ecuJar problems and results for the he(2"S)+H and He(2 P)-H1 systems 
are presented in Section C. 

A. The Variational Calculation of Sieeert tiigeiivaJues 

To illustrate the variational calculation employed hy Bardsley 

and Junker to calculate the Siegert eigenvalues o: a system, we 

consider s-vave scattering from a potential V(r) which can support 

a resonance. We also assume that V(r) is identically zero for r > r„. 

Employing atomic units throughout (and taking m = 1 as well), the 

Schrodinger equation for our problem is given by 

2 
(- | - ^ + V(r) - -| k 2) •(, (r) = 0 , (8.2) 

dr 

\flZ. where k = V2E. The usual scattering boundary conditions require that 

the solutions 'JvCr) to Eq. (8.2) that we desire be regular at the 

origin and asymptotically (r > r«) behave like 

\ M * e " i k r + S(k) e i k r , (8.3) 

where S(k) is the S-matr.--, 'rtiich for real k is a number of unit modulus. 

We then need to look at complex values of k for which S(k) has a pole. 
1 2 

The corresponding complex energy E = r k is a pole of the analytically 
continued r.reen ' s function, and thus 
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E = E r - ~ r . f8.fi) 

g 
Tt can then be shown that SO.) has a pole at k if and only if 

W - i k W - ° • < 8 - 5 > 
Wo thus have an eigenvalue problem for Eq. (3.2) with the boundary 

conditions that '// (r) be regular at the origin and satisfy Eq. (8.5) 

at r = r_. It is interesting to note that this eigenvalue problem 

is not Hermitian. The consequences of this fact (e.g., that the 

cigenvalues need not be real) will be discussed below. Of greater 

importance is the fact that for physical systems, there is no finite 

distaacr r_. beyond which the potential identically vanishes. We thus 

need to consider the limit of Eq. (3.5) as r_ •* °°. This corresponds 

to a new asymptotic boundary condition 

IJJ. (r) ̂  constant x e , (8.6) 

which can also be obtained from the usual boundary condition [Eq. (8.3)] 

by assuming that S(k) has a pole at k. Physically, this indicates 

that a pole in the S-matrix corresponds to a situation in which there 

are only outgoing waves, which, as discussed in Chapter I, is the case 

for an autoionizing state. Our eigenvalue problem for physical systems 

thus requires a solution to Eq. (8.2) which is regular at the origin 

and contains only outgoing radial waves for large r. 

As in the case of a normal, Hermitian problem, we now wish to 

transform our non-Herp.itian eigenvalue problem into a variational 

problem. Proceeding as in the usual Raleigh-Pvitz variational method, 

http://f8.fi


ve choose a trial f-jnc;ion . having a :om vhieh i:r.:\;a•- t:.u 
C 

boundarv conditions: 

v r> - i : - w r ) T c

s

? ( r ) 

n=0 

The variational coefficients {c }, n - 0,1, ..., X ar*> t'.vr. coierr-i.-u.: 
n 

by requiring that the functional I['i> ] , 

TO 2 2 

I[i ] = /"<ir i (r) [- ) ~ ^ - + V(r) - ~). <r, , (S .S) 
t J0 t i d r ^ i r 

be stationary with respect to variations in */; . Before continui:.;;, v/e 

note that the radial function on the left side of the integrand in 

Eq. (8.3) is not conpleK conjugated. This fact arises naturally fron 
64 the transformation of the eigenvalue problem to a variational one, 

in that otherwise I[y ] would be an infinite quantity for ail values of 

k. The basis functions {ij> }, n = 0,1, ..., N-l in Eq. (8.7) are square-

integrable functions which vanish exponentially, say, for large r (e.g., 

Slater orbitals), while the Siegert function 6(r) is chosen such that it 

imposes the asymptotic boundary condition, Eq. {8.6): 

Hr) = U-e"r) e i k r , (S.9) 

where the (1-e ) cutoff factor insures that 9 goes to zero at the 

origin, but still allows 9 to have the form of a linear combination 

of (complex) Slater functions. It should be pointed out that, in 

general, the functional I[V> ] is then formally defined only for 

Irn(k) > 0, for which 9(r) is also square-integrnbie. However, we 
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will see that it is possible to evaluate I[*J/ ], i.e., to solve the 

variational problem, for all values of k by the process of analytic 

ciint i nua t ion from the region where l['ji ] is formally defined. Varying 

the coefficients {c }, n - 0,1 N to make If'fi ] stationary then 
n t 

leads in the standard way to the secular equation for the Siegert 

H Eenvalues: 

det[M , (k)] = 0, n\n = 0,1, .... N , (8.10) 
n ,n •, 

, 2 
where >' , (k) is the complex symmetric matrix of (H - ——) over the 

full basis set (i.e., including 0). The matrix elements M , (k) — T — « n ,n 
2 depend on k both by the k /2 term and by the fact that 9(r) is a 

function of k. Thus, the resonant eigenvalue E.(k) obtained from 

Eq.. (8.10) is also a function of k. But, by the definition of k, 

E i ( k ) " "2 = ° (8.11) 

must be satisife-. for E.(k) to be the true resonance energy. This 

leads to the use of some sort of iterative scheme in solving for the 

true resonance energy. If, following Bardsley and Junker, we 

write Eq. (8.11) as k = y/l E.(k) and use the iterative procedure 

kjt+l*A~VV . l = 0,1,2,.., , (8.12) 

then convergence to the correct result is not guaranteed; in fact, 

we have found cases for which this scheme diverges. The proper way 

to determine the resonance energy is to solve Eq. (8.11) by a Newton-

secant iteration scheme. For all of the svstems we have studied, only 
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a few iterations are needed for convergence. 

In general, the matrix elements M . 'k) when one or both functions to » n ,n 
is the Siegert function exist only for Tra(k) > 0; otherwise, c(r) is 

2 not an L function. However, the solution to Eq . (3.II) requires a k 

value with Im(k) < 0. We can remove this difficulty by analytically 

continuing the matrix elements from Im(k) > 0 to Tm(k) <• 0. In this 

way, we determine a unique analytic continuation of the entire problem, 

as stated in Eq. (8.10), from a region where it is formally defined 

to a region .Miere it is needed. The analytic continuation of the 

matrix elements can be accomplished in three ways; 

(1) If the matrix elements M , (k) are algebraic functions cf 
n ,n 

k for Im(k) > 0, we can simply use this function for all appropriate 

k, i.e., for Im(k) < 0. For example, consider one of the terms in the 

=7-J(k) = / dr e 2 i k r . (8.13) 

Clearly, this integral is finite only for lra(k) > 0, for which we have 

J (10 =~ • (8.14) 

But Eq. (8.14) is finite for all k f 0; in fact, it is a unique 

analytic continuation of J(k) to the region Im(k) < 0. We can 

similarly evaluate all other integrals for M , (k), and thus obtain 
n ,n 

E.(k), for any k of interest. 

(2) If the matrix elements M , (k) cannot be evaluated analvticallv 
n ,n 

i.e., the integrals are computed numerically at real values of the 
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integration variables, we can only obtain M , (k) and hence E.(k) 

for Im(k) > 0. From a set of E.(k) values at various k values in 

the upper half '/.-plane, however, we can construct a rational fraction 

fit to E.(k) which then provides the analytic continuation of E.(k) 

to the lower half k-plane, as long as the E.(k) "surface" is 

sufficiently smooth. 

(3) If the E.(k) "surface" proves to be sufficiently structured 

that Method (2) is impractical, we can perform the numerical integration 

by choosing complex quadrature points, i.e., by rotating the contour on 

which we do the integration. We can then evaluate the numerical 

integrals for all k of interest, provided the angle of rotation is 

sufficiently large. 

All three of these methods are equivalent, and all give the same 

result when they are applicable. Where possible, Method (1) is, of 

course, preferable, since it allows us to compute E.(k) for Im(k) < 0 

directly. We have implemented each of these methods for the various 

problems discussed below, and shall comment further on them as they 

arise. 

As an example, we have applied the Siegert eigenvalue method to 

the problem of s-wave scattering from a one-dimensional barrier 
. ... i63 potential 

V(r) = V 0r 2e" r . (8.15) 

This problem was also considered by Bain, e_t_ al.., *" although their 

method did not employ a proper iterative scheme to solve Eq. (8.11), 

and hence proper convergence to the correct energy was not achieved. 
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No such difficulties were observed in Che calculations presented here. 

For our calculations, we used a basis set of orthonormal genera!; r.ed 
6 5 Laguerre polynomials 

* ( r > = /r^Tr^v r L <ar)e , " * 0,1, ..., N-l ,(8.16) n Vtn"r-L) (n+2) n 

augmented with the Siegert function 5(r) as given in'Eq. (8.9), which 

must first be orthogonalized to the ('$> }. The kinetic energy matrix 

elements can all be evaluated analytically, while all the other integrals 

may be computed by stable recursion formulae or related to a finite 

hypergeoniecric series containing only positive terms, which can thus 

be summed without round-off error. Routines for the evaluation of all 

matrix elements were provided by Dr. C. W. McCurdy. Diagonalization of 

the resulting complex Hamiltonian matrix was performed with the EISPACK 

system of programs. The entire matrix construction and diagonalization 

was then used as an input function to a Newton-secant iteration scheme 

ov^r k, performed with the CZERO routine. 

Results for the complex resonance eigenvalue as a function of basis 

set size, i.e., the number of real basis functions, are shown in Table 

XIV for the case V_ = 7.5. We see that, as the basis set is increased, 

there is a well-behaved convergence of the real and imaginary parts of 

the Siegert eigenvalue to the exact value, obtained by a numerical 

integration of the Schrodinger equation. In addition, the convergence 

is seen to remain stable even after the basis set is increased far 

beyond thac required for practical convergence. Similar behavior was 

obtained f.-ir a very bread resonance, E = I.23A209 - 0.187228 i a.u., 

obtained for V- = 2.0. It should be stressed here that enly one Siegert 
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T.-iuLe XIV. Resonance position ;:::d width (E = E - — T) for 
res r 2 

the: potential V(r) - 7.5 r e" r. :; is the number of 

square-integrable basis functions (cf. Eq. (8 ' 6), 

with a = 2.0) used in the expansion of the wave-

function (cf. Eq. (8.7)). 

N Er r 
5 3.40822 .004812 

10 3.42706 .022380 

15 3.42641 .025596 

20 3.42641 .025591 

25 3.42638 .025586 

30 3.42638 .025553 

35 3.42639 .025548 

40 3.42639 .025548 

45 3.42639 .025549 

50 3.42639 .025549 

60 3.42639 .025549 

70 3.42639 .025549 
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function has been included in the basis. That is, only one such 

function is required to impose the proper boundary condition on the 

trial function. 

Before describing our calculations on some physical systems, we 

note a necessary modification to our procedure for the case in which 

the outgoing particle experiences an attractive coulomb potential, as 

occurs in Penning ionization. To satisfy the proper physical! boundary 

condition, we require that the Siegert function have the asymptotic 
-, - 67 

rorm of an outgoing coulomo wave. 

|ik(r) ̂  exp[ikr -f - £.n(2kr)] 

r i / k e i k r . (8.17) 

We thus replace the Siegert function defined in Eq. (8.9) by 

9(r) = r i / k e i k r (l-e" r) 2 (8.18) 

for s-wave scattering, where the extra power of the cutoff function 

insures that 9(r) -»• 0 as r -> 0 at least as fast as r. As pointed out 

before, though, it is most convenient to keep Q in the form of a 

linear combination of complex Slaters, so that the integrations 

required for matrix element evaluations will be possible, 

B. The Calculation of Atomic Resonances and Results 

This section presents the results for the 2 S resonance in H and 
1 1 63 

the 2 S and 2 P autoionizing states of helium. The trial function 

in all three cases is a linear combination of two-electron singler 

configurations, v., of the form 
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.(1,2) = \ {•/ (1) 4,(2) + •>. (1) 4 (2)]-[a(l) 2(2) - 2(1) a(2)], (8.19) i 2 a b a a 

v;here J. is a one-electron orbital, and a and £ are spin functions. 

The bound one-electron orbitals are simple normalized Slater functions 

. (r) = N r n X e C r Y. (?) , (8.20) 

with the exception that the 2s orbital is a linear combination of two 

Slater functions which reproduces the hydrogenic 2s orbital. The exact 

form of the Siegert orbital depends on the resonance under consideration. 

Tl)e following forms were used: 

, + ikr 
for H (2 XS): 6(r) = ̂ - (l-e'V) Y 0 Q(r) , (8.21) 

for He(2 1S): 9 (r) = - £ (1-e ) ~ Y 0 Q(r) , (8.22) 

1 •* r 1 / k e i k r -r 3 
for H e ^ P ) : 6(r)=- ^ (l-e r) Y 1 Q(r) . (8.23) 

The cutoff function, (1-e ), insures that the Siegert orbital limits 

properly both as r •* 0 and as r •* «°. Only one configuration involving 

the Siegert orbital was employed, i.e., the configuration corresponding 

to a combination of the Siegert orbital with the ground state of the 

remaining one-electron target [H(ls) or He (Is)]. 

Using this configurational basis, the variational calculation to 

find the resonant eigenvalue E.(k) was performed using a modification 
12 of the atomic configuration interaction program written by Schaefer. 



Apart from the conversion to complex variables, the major modiiioat: • >u 

to Scbaefer's program involved the evaluacion of matrix elements coiu.iin-

ing the Siegert function. Since this function has the form of a complex 

Slater with an arbitrary, complex power of r, the one-electron integrals 

can all be written in terms of the complex Gamma function, while the 

two-electron integrals can be expressed in terms of the complex hyper-

geometric series, „F.(a,b;c;z). The resulting complex Hamiltonian 

matrix was then diagonalized with the EISPACK. system of programs. 

As a test of the entire calculation, k was set to a purely imaginary 
2 number, so that 6(r) becomes a real, L*" function. The eigenvalues 

obtained from this calculation agreed exactly with those from a calcu

lation involving only bound orbitals, with exponents chosen to match 

those in the first calculation. To obtain converged resonance energies, 

Eq. (8.11) was then solved by a Newton-secant iteration. At first, 

E.(k) was computed directly for each iteration of the search. Later, 

the calculation was modified so as to compute E.(k) at a small number 

of real k points in the region of the correct resonance momentum. The 

resulting set of eigenvalues was fit to a low order rational fraction, 

which was then continued to find the solution to Eq. (8.11), This 

procedure resulted in a significant savings in time with no apparent 

loss of accuracy. 

As a test of both the method and the computation, large scale 

calculations were performed on the three atomic resonances listed above. 

The basis sets and results for these calculations are given in Table XV, 

where the results are also compared to reliable ones obtained from 
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projection operator techniques. In general. the agreement is quite good 

in both the positions and the widths. The small discrepancy in the 

position and width of the He(2 P) resonance is probably due to residual 

correlational effects not handled by the basis set. 

Since basis sets large enough to be of comparable accuracy for 

systems with more than two electrons are not feasible, we next studied 

the accuracy of results from small basis sets. The results for the best 

choices of ŝ iall basis sets are presented in Table XVI, along with the 

large scale results for comparison. For the S resonances, the positions 

are quite stable even down to 5 configurations, while the widths remain 

•..ithin 20% of the accurate value down to 8 configurations. It can also 

be noted that the disagreement in the width is larger fjr the coulomb 

resonances than for the pjane-wave case. This may indicate that the 

method depends on how rapidly the eigenfunction reaches its asymptotic 

form. For the P resonance, removal of d functions causes a sharp change 

iu the position, due to the loss of p-d correlation. Except for this 

(constant) correlation, the position is again stable down to 5 configura

tions, and the width also remains within 20% of the accurate value down 

to 5 configurations. These results suggest that this method can be 

practically applied to larger systems while still maintaining a useful 

degree of accuracy. 

Some comments on the choices of bound basis sets giving the best 

small-scale results are in order. Since the Is function must describe 

the one-electron core in the Siegert configuration, the Is exponent was 

set to C = 2.0 (1.0) for He(H). The 2s and 2p exponents were determined 

in separate optimization runs involving only the Is, 2s, and 2p orbitals. 

The optimum values we obtained for the 2s and 2p exponents were respectively 



Table XV. A c c u r a t e a tomic c a l c u l n t i o n s 

Bes t R e s u l t CiwiparI.s6n"Vnjv.e" 

System B a s i s J : ^ ( a . u . ) p ( c V )

 E R ( a - " - ) r (<•'-•) 

l f ( 2 1 S ) l l s 4 p 3 d / 7 2 c o n f i g s . - . 1 4 8 7 6 0 .0469 - . 1 4 8 7 8 a 0 . 0 4 7 2 a 

H e ( 2 1 S ) 10s5p3d/67 c o n f i g s . - . 7 7 7 6 7 0 .126 - . 7 7 8 0 4 b 0 . 1 2 5 b 

He (2 V ) 6s9p3dlf/76 configs. -.69181 0.0403 -.69316C 0.037° 

a) Reference 73. 

b) Reference 11. 

c) Reference 74. 
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I! (2 S) 

Table :CVI. Sril! basis ato-nic calculations 

E R (a.u.) 

72 confi^s. 

l s -6s ,2p /23 configs. 

ls-75s,2p/17 configs. 

Is-4s,2p712 conrigs. 

l s -3 s , 2p /8 configs. 

l s -2 s ,2p /5 conflgs. 

-.14876 

-.14777 

-.14776 

-.14598 

-.14551 

-.14315 

r (eV) 

0.0469 

0.0522 

0.0528 

0.0493 

0.0542 

0.0351 

He(2 S) 

67 configs. 

Is ,2s + ls'-6s',2p/38 configs. 

Is,2s + ls'-5s',2p/30 configs. 

Is,2s + ls'-4s',2p/23 configs. 

Is,2s + ls'-3s',2p/17 configs. 

Is,2s + ls'-2s',2p/12 configs. 

Is,2s + ls',2p/8 configs. 

ls,2s,2p/5 configs. 

-.77767 0.126 

-.77644 0.151 

-.77642 0.151 

-.77639 0.151 

-.77635 0.150 

-.77621 0.149 

-.77348 0.143 

-.77443 0.188 

He(2 P) 

76 configs. 

ls,2s,2p + 2p'-6p7S configs. 

ls,2s,2p + 2p'-5p'/7 configs. 

ls,2s,2p + 2p',4p'/6 configs. 

ls,2s,2p + 2p'-3p'/5 configs. 

ls,2s,2p + 2p'/4 configs. 

.69181 0.0403 

65833 0.0337 

65833 0.0333 

65834 0.0332 

65833 0.0341 

65635 0.0894 
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0.40 and 0-33 for H~, 0.93 and 0.81 for He(2 S) , and 0.55 and 0.99 for 

He(2 P). For the H (2 S) resonance, reasonable results were obtained 
T 2 by including just the 2s" and 2p** configurations needed to describe thy 

bound state, along with a series of Isns configurations, whore ns 

represents a diffuse Rydberg-like orbital (n - 3,4,5,6; £ = 0.5). The 

configurations involving the diffuse orbitals seem to be necessary to 

represent the background continuum. However, in order to obtain the 

good results for the width presented in Table XVI, it was also found 

necessary to include all s-s pairs, i.e., to perform a full CI, among 

the bound s orbitals. This procedure probably corrects, to some extent, 

for the limited choice of s functions. For the He(2 S) resonance, good 

small-scale results were obtained only when the orbital basis used for 

H was augmented with diffuse Is and 2s functions. This is probably 

due to the increased nuclear charge of helium. Again, a full CI among 

the s orbitals was required. For the He(2 P) resonance, just the 2s2p 

configuration was used to describe the bound state, augmented by a series 

of lsnp (i - 1.70) configurations to represent the background continuum. 

In this case a full CI among all s-p type configurations was not required. 
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C. Tho Application ;.n :^!-f:nlar Systems: Results for Hef? ' S)+H 

As demonstrated above, the variational calculation of Siegert 

eigenvalues is a most promising approach to the determination of atomic 

autoionization positions and widths, in that results of useful accuracy 

can be obtained with quite modest basis sets. In addition, this approach 

is advantageous in that it is exact within the limits of the basis set 

employed, it provides stable convergence to the correct result for 

increasing basis size, it avoids the ambiguity of looking for "stability" 

of the eigenvalue as the basis set (or rotation angle, in the rotated 

coordinate method) is varied, and it in principle requires little more 

than standard electronic structure technology. In this section, we 

extend the method to molecular problems and present reliable results 
3 1 

for the He(2 5)+H and He(2 S)+H Penning ionization systems. 

Although our procedure was detailed in the preceeding sections, 

it is summarized here for clarity. We choose an atomic trial function 

']J of the form 

V v •••» V = % cxVv •••• V + CN 0 ( v •••• V - ( 8 - 2 4 ) 

i=l 

where {$.}, i = 1, ..., N-l are bound, M-electron configurations which 

decay to zero outside some region of space, while 0 is an M-electron 

configuration involving a combination of the ground state of the (M-l)-

electron system with a function which asymptotically behaves like an 

outgoing coulomb wave in all directions (the Siegert orbital). The 

Siegert eivenvalues are then determined by requiring that the functional 
2 

I[*t] - J V ^ r M) ( U ('l \? -T' W •••' V dV-d?M 
(8.25) 



be stationary with respect to variations in ._. (The conjuratc- fur.--:, : 

•\) is defined by taking the complex conjugate of all spherical v.cr-yr: . < 

in +< but not 01 tne raui^l runctions. , T;us leads u\ ho USUJ. \: r* 

to a secular equation for the coefficients 'c.,;, which when solved vi^ld^ 
i 

an eigenvalue E. (k) which we identify on physical grounds as corresponding 

to resonance. However, we also need to satisfy the equation 

k
2 

E.(k) - -V = 0 , (8.26) 
i 2 

which thus demands an iterative solution for the true resonance energy. 

The major practical difficulty in extending this procedure to 

more complicated (i.e., molecular) systems lies in computing the 

Hamiltonian matrix elements which involve the Siegert orbital. For the 

autoionization of a neutral system, this function takes the form 

eZm ( r ) = J L ~ f — (1"e > V r ) ; ( 8- 2 7 ) 

it thus has the form of a linear combination of complex Slater functions. 

If the bound orbitals of the basis set are chosen as Gaussian functions, 

it was found that the resulting matrix elements involving 9 cannot be 

computed analytically. On the other hand, if the bound orbitals of the 

basis are chosen as Slater functions, all the molecular matrix elements 

cannot be computed analytically even in the case of a diatomic system. 

Since numerical integration is thus unavoidable for a molecular calcula

tion, we decided to perform our first molecular calculations on diatomic 

systems and employ a basis of Slater orbitals. The systems we chose to 
3 1 

investigate are the He(2 S)+H and He(2 S)+H Penning ionization reactions. 
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Thest- particular systems have several desirable qualities: (1) Since 

they contain only three electrons, extensive electronic structure 

calculations ar'- feasible. (2) Feshbach projection operator technique 

re.'uill.s are available for comparison for both systems. * ' (3) 

Sufficient experimental data exists with whien to compare ionization 

cross section results obtained from the computed potentials and widths. 

The main theoretical consideration in extending our procedure to 

molecular systems is that the problem no longer possesses spherical 

symmetry. In the language of a partial wave analysis, this means that 

Siogcrt orbitals of s,p,d, etc. , symmetry can all contribute to the trial 

function, just as the bound orbitals of those symmetries do. It is 

important to point out, however, that since the asymptotic form of an 

outgoing coulomb wave holds in all directions, then the asymptotic 

boundary condition applies to all partial waves (i.e., to all Siegert 

orbital symmetries), not just to their sura. By the electron exchange 

model, the ionized electron is thought to depart from the He atom. There

fore, by centering the ;Siegert orbitals of Eq. (8.27) on the He, we would 

expect to need only a few partial waves to adequately describe the 

resonance. This turns out to be the case. 

The only remaining theoretical question is how to define the Siegert 

configuration. Firs*:, we note that only m = 0 Sie&ert orbitals need to be 

considered for tne problems we are studying, as they possess E symmetry. 

Then for each 6„(r), 2, = 0,1,2, ..., we wish to consider configurations 

which have the form of 9.(r) times the remaining 2-electron HeH core. 
2 + Since the dominant configuration in i//„ __+ is Is „ +H , we take for our HeH He 

Sicgert configurations those configurations which correspond to an 

orbital occupancy <j) $ 0 , where $ and $ are Is orbitals on He. a D x, a b 
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The calculations presented in this section were performed vi i_h 

modi f ted versions of the HKT1NT and HRI'.'U programs wri tten by S<ii.i-'f er .' 

Since ail integrals were performed numerically, it was not necessary 

to determine analytic expressions for the integrals invoivin^ the Sioux*rt 

functions. The program was tiien tested in two ways: (1) the He(2 S) 

resonance results of Section B were reproduced by this program: (2) 

setting k to a pure imaginary number gave the same results as the corres

ponding bound calculation. 

As pointed out in Section A, the form of the Siegert function is 

such til at the numerical integrals cannot in general be uvnluated at 

Im(k) < 0, where Eq. (8.26) has the root we desire. To get around this 

problem, we first performed the calculation of E.(k) for Im(k) >> 0, fit 

the results to a rational fraction, and attempted to analytically continue 

this fitted function to the region Ira(k) < 0. Unlike the atomic case, 

however, the E.(k) "surface" proved to be too structured in the region 

of k-space for which the numerical integrals were converged for this 

procedure to be practical. A much more useful approach was to perform 

the numerical integration along a rotated contour. That is, if a function 

f(z) is analytic in the upper half z-plane, say, then the integral 

J dx f(x) along the real axis is equivalent to the integral along a rav 
0 
of angle a in the complex plane: 

ia J °̂ .e . °y 

dx f(x) = / d2 f(z) = e 1 C t / d 

(8.28) 

20 Since the HETINT program performs the numerical integrations in 

ellipsoidal coord in ate s (c,, •]) , only the L, integrations (on the interval 

[l,™]) need to be performed on a rotated contour, which is defined by 
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•A = (C-l)e - + 1 . (8.29) 

For real values or k (which proved Co be close enough to the true k 

for our calculations), a rotation angle a ** 0.15 TT radians produced 
—8 integrals with an error of < 10 a.u. 

The set of bound, Slater type orbitals used in the calculations 

presented here is given in Table XVII. This is the same basis as that 
21 3 

\u.ed by Hickman, jet. al. in a golden rule calculation of He(2 S)+H, 

except that the II orhitals are not included. The orbital basis was then 

augmented with Siegert functions 9„ of s,p, and d symmetry centered on 

He. Since the change in the final V was less than 20% upon addition 

of 6 ., the inclusion of these three Siegert orbital symmetries was 
2 considered sufficient. For the CI calculation, all 2 configurations 

arising from the bound orbitals (240) were retained. To this set, 4 

Siegert configurations were added for each Siegert orbital symmetry. 

These configurations have the form $ $, 9 0 where <*> and $. are the Is 
3 D i a D 

and/or Is functions on He. The final CI calculation was thus performed 

with 252 configurations. As the real resonance energies at each inter-

nuclear separation had already been computed for our systems by the 
13 stabilisation technique, we could easily determine an approximate 

valuo for the real part of the true complex resonance momentum. The 

resonant eigenvalue E.(k) was then computed for five closely-spaced 

real k points bracketing this approximate value. The five resulting 

E.(k) values were fit to a low-order rational fraction, which was then 

analytically continued to the region Im(k) < 0 and the root Eq. (8.26) 

was found by a Newton-secant search. 

The results for the real resonance energies as functions of the 

file:///u.ed
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Table XVII. Basis set of Slater orbitals for Ho(2 ' S)+H.a 

Orbital Exponent 

Is 2.0 
Is' 1.0 
2s 0.90 

2s' 0.61 (0.505) 
2P Z 2.0 
2"2 

0.61 (0.505) 

Is 1.50 
1 

Is 1.00 
2 P Z 1.00 

Different exponents for the singlet case given 
in parenthesis. 
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Figure XVI. Potential curves for He(2 S)+H. The solid curve ?s the 

present result, obtained from the real parts of the Siegert 

eigenvalues for various values of R. The dashed curve was 

obtained by the stabilization method (see S.eterence 13). 

The corresponding .asymptotic limits are indicated by 

arrows. 
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3 Figure XVII. Potential curves for Ke(2 S)+H. The solid curve is the 

present result, obtained from the real parts of the 

Siegert eigenvalues for various values of R. The other 

curves were obtained by the stabilization method. The 

dashed curve v/as taken from Reference 21, while the dot-

dashed curve was taken from Reference 13. The corresponding 

asymptotic limits are indicated by arrows. 
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Table XVIII. Aujoionization width T for He(2 S)+Ei. 

R (a ) T (a.u.) 

o 

2.0 1.63 x 10" 3 

3.0 2.70 x 10~ 3 

4.0 1.53 x 10~ 3 

5.0 4.52 x lO"4 

6.0 8.86 x ] 0 - 5 

_ 5 a 

8.0 < 10 

Imaginary part of resonance 

eigenvalue was below the 

accuracy level of the 

calculation. 
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Autoionization width T for 

(ao) r (a.u.) 

2.0 

3.0 

4.0 

5.0 

6.0 

8.0 

8.56 x 10 

3.14 x 10~ 3 

8.12 x 10" 4 

1.88 x 10~ 4 

5.41 x 10" 5 

2.17 x 10" 6 
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Figure '/Will. Auto ionization v-'idths f for He(2 S)+H. The solid curve 

is the present result, obtained from the imaginary parts 

of the Siegert eigenvalues for various values of R. The 

dashed curve was obtained by the golden rule method (see 

Reference 51). The dashed extension of the solid curve 

is an assumed result, as the imaginary part of the Siegert 

eigenvalues for R = 8 a was below the ]imit of accuracy 

for the calculation. 
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Figure XIX. Autoioniznti on widths 7 for He(2 S)+H. The solid curve 

is the present result, obtained from the imaginary parts 

of the Siegert eigenva]ues for various values of R. The 

other curves were obtained by the golden rule met-hod. 

The dashed curve was taken from Reference 51, while the 

dot-dashed curve was taken from Eeference 13. 
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internuclear separation (i.e., the potential curves) are plotted in Figures 

XVI and XVII for the singlet and triplet systems, respectively, and are 
13,21 compared with the results from the stabilization technique. We 

see that in both cases the general agreement is quite good. Results for 

the singlet and triplet ionization widths as functions of R are listed in 

Tables XVIII and XIX, respectively. Thewe. results are also plotted in 

Figures XVIII and XIX and compared with the golden rule results of Miller, 
13 51 

Slocomb, and Schaefer and Hickman and Morgner. For the triplet case, 
our width agrees well with both golden rule calculations, although it 

21 seems to favor the results of Hickman, _e_t al. For the singlet system, 

our width is somewhat larger than Hickman's. Both calculations, however, 

contain a maximum in the width at about 3 a • Hickman was able to 

attribute this to a maximum in the density of states factor in the golden 

rule expression (see Chapter I). It is interesting that we also obtain 

this maximum, even though the density of states does not appear explicitly 

in our calculations. In addition, Hickman found that to obtain gcod 

agreement between his calculated ionization cross section results and 
72 those of experiment, his width would have to be increased by about a 

factor of 2.5. Since our results are between a factor of 2 and 3 larger 

than Hickman's for R > 4 a Q, we feel confident that cross sections calcu

lated from our potential and width would be in very good agreement with 

experiment. We therefore conclude that a variational calculation of 

the Siegert eigenvalues of a system provides an efficient and accurate 

method of determining the positions and widths of uiolecular resonances. 
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